VOICES FROM THE REAL
WORLD
As the struggle over medical cannabis intensifies
and patients find themselves increasingly on the
periphery of a debate in which their role should be
central, we reproduce – with thanks – a selection
of anonymous testimonials from individuals using
cannabis medicines throughout Australia between
2015 and 2021. The collection continues to grow.

Anxiety
Also see: PTSD, Depression

11/09/2021
PTSD, anxiety, depression - VETERAN
I was medically discharged from the Australian Defence Force
after 12 years of service. I am a war veteran in the middle east
as part of Australia’s international coalition against terrorism,
having served multiple deployments. I was admitted to a
psychiatric ward for 6 months due to severe PTSD, depression
and anxiety. I am prescribed 11 medications (after going through
many, many changes of meds) to try and keep me stable, with
minimal effect. 3 of which are for sleep where I only managed to
get a maximum of 3 hours per night. The angels at the nimbis
collective sent me CBD/THC oils. For the first time in over a year
and a half I have been able to have a full night sleep, reduced
flashbacks and a feeling of a more positive wellbeing. My
extreme anxiety has reduced significantly. Cannabis medication
has changed my life in so many positive ways. My life would be a
mess without it. I am starting to live life again, every day better
than the last, all due to cannabis medication. I would like to
express my sincere thanks to the Nimbis collective for being so
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supportive, I am so grateful for all the help they have given me,
others and to fellow veterans and first responders. You made the
world a better place for so many people. Keep up the good
work.
27/07/2021
ANXIETY & DEPRESSION
I originally presented to the Embassy in desperate need of help.
5 years ago I was in a car accident requiring spinal surgery. Due
to this I had not worked in almost 5 years. I became a recluse,
suffering severe anxiety and depression. I had tried prescription
anti-depressants and they made me feel worse and counselling
didn’t help at all. This illness, I felt, was consuming me. My
initial visit to the embassy was very overwhelming for me and I
was in tears. The staff were so kind and understanding. Since
this day my life has made a complete turnaround. I bought a
new business, I work 6 – 7 days, I see my family and friends
regularly and I feel like myself again. I can’t thank your enough.
11/07/20
ANXIETY
I have been using Endoca paste, raw and decarb (with a little THC
for sleep). My journey with CBD started a few years ago. I had
had some cosmetic surgery which did not go well. I was in
excruciating pain for 2 years and moderate for another 2 years.
My GP had me on a concoction of prescription pills ranging from
tramadol, lyrica (for nerve pain) benzodiazepines for sleep,
antidepressants and eventually fentanyl patches. I was a walking
zombie. I ended up with fibromyalgia which I think happened as
a result of the trauma from the surgery. So, now I was dealing
with more widespread pain. During the time I was on
antidepressants I experienced suicidal thoughts. I never told my
GP for fear he would take them off me (even though I read the
leaflet saying it was a possible side effect). One day I acted upon
those thoughts and ended up in ED. I was then transferred to
the psyche ward which was very confronting and scary. My
husband was distraught. After a week there I went for a
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massage with a woman who also has fibro. She gave me some
CBD. I had no idea where it came from but I was desperate for
some relief. It helped so I started researching and found Endoca
CBD. Luckily for me Endoca was the first product I bought from
them and it successfully enabled me to wean off all the
prescription meds I was on. I had tried in the past but the side
effects from weaning were horrible and I couldn’t do it. Weaning
with the help of CBD made it so much easier. Fast forward a few
years and I’m still prescription free, still taking Endoca twice daily
and enjoying life.
15/12/2020
SOCIAL ANXIETY
My grandson was suffering from social anxiety. After taking CBD
oil for 10 days I noticed such a difference in him. After 6 weeks
he now leaves his room and goes out and socialises. He has
become so much more relaxed. His father was stressed and
taking anti-depressants. No on oil he is much better. I was a
“doubting Thomas.” I know it works.
18/6/19
ANXIETY
CBD paste is fantastic for my anxiety. It was the best product I’ve
used.
19/6/18
ANXIETY & INSOMNIA
I have had marked and significant improvement in using cannabis
oil. Most markedly has been the decrease in dread, panic and
waves of anxiety which diminished the improved sleep l was
experiencing.
ANXIETY
I've been using CBD paste and topical hemp cream and just
wanted to say thank you heaps. I am feeling a lot more relaxed
and less anxious since taking the CBD paste and the cream is
helping my sore muscles.
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19/4/17
ANXIETY DEPRESSION
I would like to thank you all from the very bottom of my heart for
saving my son’s life. J is now 29 and has for the last 10 years
suffered terrible anxiety and depression as a result, leading to
several attempts of suicide. Since taking the medicinal cannabis
Jamie’s life has turned around in every way imaginable, it is a
miracle and I can’t thank you enough for giving J back his life and
for giving me back my son. Much love to you all. DH
5/7/17
ANXIETY
Wow!! Instant relief. Such an improvement!! Tablets are so, so
rough and this is so, so gentle and so much more effective!!
Instant, huge relief from depressive feelings, in observer state
with occasional, little effort!! Anxiety/panic/PTSD greatly
reduced - what's left is mostly manageable.
ANXIETY
Thank you so much for all the beautiful service. You guys helped
me heal my anxiety and save my lungs. Very grateful.
ANXIETY & DEPRESSION / AUTISM
Using vapour and tincture has changed the quality of my life. I
have come (off) targin, endone, tramadol, crestor, celebrex, antianxiety and now using cannabis therapy, I have lost 38kilos, my
pain levels are more manageable and anxiety / depression are
better. All I take now is panadol. My son who has autism has
benefited greatly and now off concerta & risperadol. Thank you.
16/10/15
ANXIETY & PAIN-RELIEF
I was suffering depression, back pain and osteoarthritis. Now I
feel great.
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2/11/17
ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION
Prior to trying CBD oil I was having time off work every couple of
weeks. I couldn’t commit to social engagements and I was crying
for no reason. As soon as I opened my eyes, I was overwhelmed
with anxiety. It was crippling and shut me down many times.
After taking CBD for 8 weeks, my life has changed. I haven’t had
time off from work, I regularly catch up with friends and family
and now participate in life.
31/10/17
CHRONIC ANXIETY
Prior to seeing you, I was diagnosed with Generalised Anxiety
Disorder which meant for me there was no traumatic event that
led to my anxiety. I had signed up for some Cognitive Behaviour
Therapy (CBT) and looking for other options besides the
pharmaceutical route. When I saw you, I was crying all the time, I
was isolating myself and was really struggling just leaving the
house. You changed my life. OH WOW!! Not being a pot smoker
I was a little bit nervous. But I had nothing to worry
about. Almost immediately I felt the difference. Prior to taking
the oils, my anxiety was a 20 out of 10. Since taking the oils, my
anxiety has been no more than 1 out of 10. I haven't had any
sick days from work in the last month, and I am able to make
social arrangements and go out. Gone are the days where I
would cry for no reason. I have a lot more energy than I had
previously, and with energy comes motivation. I have also
noticed a decrease in my appetite, which is a bonus given I am
overweight and could benefit from some weight loss. I feel like I
can now participate in life. I truly thank you from the bottom of
my heart.
27/9/16
ANXIETY
Cannabis oil takes away all physical effects of anxiety. Mum has
been prescribed everything under the sun, nothing works as well
or lasts as lone. Amazing.
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21/10/17
ANXIETY / DEPRESSION
My partner has been suffering from severe and crippling anxiety
and depression. We have tried multiple anti-depressants and
alternate medicines. After the use of the medicine given here her
whole life has changed and she finally has motivation and
determination again.
ANXIETY / DEPRESSION
Have been using CBD for approx. two months and have been
diagnosed with social anxiety and depression. Since I've been
using this oil I have been noticeably happier and my anxiety has
improved beyond anything I could imagine. I also have severe
period pain and have been taking the cold oil and has improved
out of sight – beyond belief. Thank you so much. I really
appreciate cannabis oil. It’s improved my life so much.
9/11/15
ANXIETY
Mid 40s, Anxiety, cold cannabis oil really helps.
20/7/16
ANXIETY, DEPRESSION, TARDIVE DYSKINESIA
Just to say thank you. This is an absolute healing gift. Helps me to
manage anxiety disorder, improve general well-being, improve
cognitive function and depression within days of first treatment
noticeable improvement with tardive dyskinesia and
concentration (side effects from taking anti psychotics). Amazing
benefits naturally. Thank you.
28/10/17
ANXIETY / VERTIGO
As I have said before, it's such a wonderful product as it helps
with both her anxiety and her M.A. Vertigo so thank you for the
amazing work you do!
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Asbestosis / Mesothelioma

12/1/2019
ASBESTOSIS
Found that cannabis oil worked a treat on mum’s pain in the
palliative stage, made passing easier. THC-a shrunk her tumours
from fist to small grape.
22/10/17
ASBESTOSIS
Mum is in final stage of asbestosis. Now on oil she is still going
from the oil has helped unbelievably.
2/3/18
MESOTHELIOMA
The cannabis oil seems to be working well as I don’t need
chemotherapy yet, and I pray that it stays that way.
30/3/18
MESOTHELIOMA
I had been diagnosed with Mesothelioma which I was told was
terminal with a 2-year prognosis. Cannabis oil, I believe, is solely
responsible for doing a fantastic job of keeping the cancer at bay,
as I have now had two scans at three-month intervals, that show
that the disease has not progressed any further, and that
chemotherapy is still not required.
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Arthritis

26/08/2021
ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS
Thank you to all at the Hemp Embassy for providing such life
changing, even saving, medicine. I’ve been diagnosed with
Ankylosing Spondylitis, CFS and fibromyalgia. Your remedy has
allowed me to recover flexibility in the spine and hips/ pelvis,
dramatically decreased the neuro inflammation and systemic
pain, to manage the chronic pain to a tolerable level and be able
to bushwalk again, and even do some yoga and dancing! You
saved me a back operation. I felt condemned to a life of a
painful cripple before taking CBD oil, after 9 months, I am alive
again and have hope I’ll manage these chronic conditions well
enough. I am 41 years old. PS: and thank you for the affordable
price and accessibility.
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19/06/2021
ARTHRITIS, POLY MYALGIA, FIBROMYALGIA, DEPRESSION
Hi guys, just a quick message to let you know how happy my
family and I are with your products. My partner and I visited you
about 8 weeks ago and purchased some Jazu and pain balm for
arthritis. My sister Ellie and myself both suffer from depression,
polymyalgia and I have fibromyalgia. The Jazu had changed our
lives. We have our doses down to perfect. Pain and depression
basically gone and my son who had surgery for a badly smashed
ankle had been using the balm as he gets ankle pain and swelling
regularly. He said your product is amazing. Thank you so much.
We will be making another trip to see you in the near futures. It
has also helped with my anxiety and depression and my sister
Ellie, what has been through a recent very traumatic event with
her daughter said your products have saver her. Thank you.
30/05/21
SEVERE ARTHRITIS and PSORIASIS
Don’t despair. I have visited the lovely people in the Hemp
Embassy, they were fabulous and full of knowledge. It was
suggested I use Endoca paste CBD raw and decarb. I have severe
arthritis pain in the ankle and back and have now weaned of
Lyrica, Endep and Endone. Fantastic. Psoriasis was a huge
problem and now thanks to the topical hemp cream is gone. I
have cried with happiness.
30/04/2021
CHRONIC BACK AND NERVE PAIN
I visited here 2 months ago as I have chronic back pain and nerve
pain. All doctors prescribe are opioid’s and after 2 years on
opioid’s I wanted to get off them. I was recommended CBD oil
and came for a consultation. Well the results are amazing some
days, after takin the oil my pain disappears. The relief I feel is a
miracle. I believe this is the medicine everyone in pain should be
on. Thank you for making a difference in my life and others.
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28/04/2021
POST VIRAL PAIN SYNDROME
I have been using your CBD oil for 3 years and it is life changing
to ease the horrendous pain of post viral pain syndrome for
swine flu in 2012. I am able to function normally with a
minimum amount of pain.
23/1/2019
ARTHRITIS
The change in my father’s health has been truly unbelievable.
From being addicted to harsh pharmaceuticals to help with his
arthritis, anxiety and depression. He weighed 56kgs and looked
like death. Since swapping to raw CBD he is a whole new person.
He is happy and healthy. Now weighs 80kgs and loving life.
Looking fantastic and actually a pleasure to be around. Thank
you for all your hard work and changing so many lives for the
better.
4/4/19
ARTHRITIS
I suffer from arthritis pain, have had two spinal surgeries, and
have had a bad time with opioid painkillers. Had to abandon
them. I have quite excruciating back pain. I am finding the THCA
oil excellent for the pain.
23/9/19
ARTHRITIS
Have had such good results with CBD oil and THCA especially
with my arthritis.
19/11/19
ARTHRITIS
You're all doing a great thing. I have sent two of my friends to
you and it has changed their lives, and saved my dad's so thank
you. I now need it for stress, and as going through a separation.
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CELIAC / ARTHRITIS
The cold pressed hemp oil has really helped my celiac disease
and arthritis.
ARTHRITIS
Recently I was visiting a friend. She mentioned the relief she had
for her arthritis in her hands to me, showing me her hemp
cream. As mine were similarly affected she offered me a trial
while staying with her. So impressed was I at the relief I felt, she
gave me an order form to take back with me.
19/8/15
ARTHRITIS
75-year-old woman been on drops for 3 months for arthritis and
has a wonderful sleep every night.
4/12/16
ARTHITIS
Chronic arthritis in both hands. These guys have taken away my
pain. I feel like a kid again & I can play my guitar again & ride my
bike without pain. Have faith in what these people have to say.
They are awesome.
26/11/16
ARTHRITIS
My son has not been able to work because of bad arthritis and
either had to get operation and no more scripts. After 3 days h
can walk upstairs and @ 27 he has confirmed knees of an 80 year
old. This is the best.
ARTHITIS / NEUROPATHY
It's been about a month now on the oil. Oh my god, amazing.
Arthritis disappeared, neuropathy in leg and foot almost gone
totally. Couldn't put on weight. Doctors were saying I had bowel
cancer or cervical cancer or some crap like that. One week on the
oil, put on 4 kilos. Beautiful. Whatever was going on in there is
already better. My brain has come back to life. My intuition
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coming back. My eye is shinier than ever. My 8-year-old boy with
hyperactivity, ear, problems, growth retardation has just been
amazing. Expressing himself more than ever. Absolute magic. So
grateful. Magic, magic, magic. Optimum health for all the family.
13/4/17
ARTHRITIS
I have gone from 8 x panadeine forte a day to 1 or 2 a week,
amazing results. FW.
3/9/15
ARTHRITIS
69-year-old male, Rheumatoid Arthritis. Eases problem to the
point of no pain.
9/7/19
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
I am 62 and have had rheumatoid arthritis for 40 years. It does a
lot of damage to most of my joints, and these days I have a lot of
trouble walking, and my fingers and hands are very swollen and
wonky. The CBD oil made a massive difference to my everyday
life, sleeping better, reduced inflammation and swelling, less
flare ups, general mood and wellbeing. So much easier to put up
with the bad days. I can't thank you enough really. I still take all
the regular rheumatoid medication, but I did stop taking all
forms of analgesia and sleeping aids. Which was wonderful.
22/10/19
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS & LUPUS
The CBD oil has been a miracle with my rheumatoid arthritis and
lupus pain. Also have noticed I'm sleeping better too. Thank you
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14/10/18
SPINAL INJURY AND RHEUMATOID AND OSTEO ARTHRITIS
Six weeks ago I started treatment with cannabis oil. I have gone
from restless and wakeful nights to gentle, calming, refreshing
slumber. I now wake with the birds singing outside and feel no
pain on waking. I use the oil during the day and have found I
have less pain in my back injury, hips and legs. I cannot thank you
enough for helping me to get my life back. Please keep up your
good works. I'm sending gentle hugs, positive vibes and love.
ARTHRITIS
After 5 days on CBD oil and the paste my knees no longer ache
and I can’t believe how great my shoulder feels and I would say
it’s back to 90%.
ARTHRITIS
The products I got have made me feel a lot better. I have energy
again. Thank You.
ARTHRITIS
I didn’t know then but today without dispute my decision to eat
identified vegetables, fruits and nuts to reduce individual
symptoms, led to beneficial results, which provided me the
confidence to stop eating processed sugar, dairy and meat and
taking needless prescription drugs. This preparedness has
allowed quicker results on medical cannabis.
Thanks to your counsel by adding Cannabis oil, capsules and
balm to my body, improved my social wellbeing, to that of an
active happy person, improved fitness and resumed intellect
(PTSD) while reducing chronic pain from arthritis, bursitis (age,
work and sport-based injuries), fibromyalgia (35 years) and
increasing my immune system post-cancer (12 years). Absolutely
grateful for the return of my quality of lifestyle.
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Auto immune disorders
AUTOIMMUNE THYROID
After specialist today I found out all the autoimmune thyroid
antibodies and other related tests e.g., TSH have come back
within normal ranges. Inflammation is also in normal limits.
Thanks. Much kindness.
4/8/17
SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS (AUTO IMMUNE DISORDER)
Fibrosis of lungs, muscle tissue around heart, liver, kidneys,
affects digestive system, atrial fibrillation, muscle wastage,
suffering from pain, lack of energy, shortness of breath, skin
irritation (due to long term use of prednisolone). Since starting
treatment, incredible lift of energy levels, can now breathe a lot
better (short of breath but not dizzy). Thankyou.
7/9/16
AUTO IMMUNE
I have been using oil for 2 ½ months. I have just gone off one of
my medications for my autoimmune disease. It wasn't necessary
anymore because the oil is fixing everything.
AUTO IMMUNE DISEASE RESPONSE TO OILS
I was diagnosed with Graves’s disease (an auto immune disease)
in 2011. Pharmaceutical treatment had side effects, made me
put on weight and made me sluggish. The disease has always
seemed to be resistant to this treatment. Within 3 weeks of
using CBD and THCa my blood results came back with my Thyroid
Stimulating Hormone in normal levels. I quit the neo mercazole
completely and after 3 months of only oils my thyroid is
functioning normally, I have lost weight have energy and also
stable mental health.
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7/11/17
ACTIVE THYROID
I found the cannabis oil extremely helpful. I was able to get off
the Lyrica from which I was having bad side effects.
22/11/17
AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE
I'm seventy ex-school teacher, and have my life to live, free of
the pain of the last 18 years. I have ingested cannabis (the last
five months) through food/canna butter... with amazing results.
No falls, no fatigue, more energy, walk without a stick or walker,
blood pressure has dropped to normal... incredibly liberating as I
approach the winter of my years.
AUTOIMMUNE
I am 61 and cannabis oil has helped my auto-immune disease
and some of the lumps in my wrist have disappeared. I am very
grateful for the work you guys do. LIFE SAVERS.
24/4/19
AUTONOMIC DYSFUNCTION
For the past 14months my daughter (14yo) has been suffering
terribly with the symptoms from autonomic dysfunction. Terribly
dizzy all day as well as bad nausea, sleeplessness and fatigue. We
have seen specialists (cardiologist, chronic fatigue depts. Etc.),
physiologists, paediatrician and psychologists with little or no
effect or improvement. With all this going on, my daughter has
not been to school (only a handful of days over the past 12
months!). My good friend suggested I try CBD and THCA. The
results are AMAZING! Almost overnight my daughter’s dizziness,
nausea and sleeplessness disappeared. We were incredulous!
26/8/15
AUTO-IMMUNE & TUMOUR
Tincture is fantastic for auto-immune. High white blood cells
reduced and brain tumour has gotten much smaller.
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Cancers
28/01/2021
CANCER
I am doing well, my tumour markers have dropped from 1000 to
161, also my tumours have shrunk .. yay me!
19/08/20
I have been on our products for about 3 months now and have
had no other pain medication since starting. I’m hoping my
tumour has shrunk, MRI in September. Only slight breakthrough
pains every now and then fixed with paste and spray. Just
wanted to let you know what a great job you are doing and how
thankful I am to be practically pain free.
CANCER
I have been using CBD Paste for just over 2 1/2 years with
fantastic results. I have been tumour free for just over 16mths
now and had only one external cancer cell removed which is
amazing and my spinal nerve damage pain has been less. I have
been off anti-inflammatories for nearly 2 years after being on
them for about 15 years.
CANCER
I really want to thank you for your products. I really believe it is
helping me, I now can eat which I was struggling before I started
your products. Thank you.
31/3/18
CANCER
I have a friend who had terminal cancer and used cannabis oil
and today is alive & well!
TERMINAL CANCER
CBD paste has helped lower kidney function, gaining weight,
sleeping and eating a lot better. Thank you for giving me more
quality of life (no prescribed medication from doctors).
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1/11/2018
CANCER / AUTO IMMUNE
My daughter and I use cannabis oil. We both have been
diagnosed with cancer, auto immune diseases, inflammation and
anxiety. Now I have this medicine I am off Endone and enjoying
life more than I have for a long time, even though I get sad. We
are Christians and believe in natural medicines that they are
good for the body. We are so grateful for this medicine that
makes us feel better. Thankyou.
22/11/18
CANCER
A friend of mine had some issues with cancer. He decided to try
the cannabis oil orally and topically on the skin, and amazingly it
has helped the cancers go into remission.
6/1/17
PRE - CANCER
I was on a 90 day (CBD) program for pre-cancer cells and had a
check-up yesterday and it was all clear. Thank you everybody for
offering this to those in need. You guys ROCK! Keep the love and
healing happening!!!
19/2/17
CANCER
Hemp oil used only for 4 months, reduction in tumours from CT
scan. Used the balm ointment over the liver area. Thanks, S.
TUMORS
My father and Uncle both have terminal tumours and have had
very good results with the oils. Thanks a million. The cream is
great.
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8/2/16
TERMINAL
Thank you. My father was diagnosed as terminal and started
using oil as soon as he was home and has started to feel a lot
better.
23/8/15
TERMINAL
Hi, should be dead but got onto C.O. 6 months ago. Pain still
ongoing but manageable. People need C.O. Especially terminal
cases. How would you feel Mr Policeman is it were your child?
Have a heart.
21/3/16
CANCER & WEIGHT GAIN
Grandfather, 88, Couldn't get out of bed with cancer is now in
the garden. Lost 18 kgs with chemo and now has 5kg back on.
Visible cancer on shoulder, moles have fallen off. Thank you so
much.
1/11/16
CHEMO and NAUSEA
Great when I was undergoing chemo for cancer. Stopped me
from vomiting and gave me an appetite.
1/11/16
CANCER
Mother's last count (cancer) was 600. One month on cannabis,
cancer count now '47'. She has a large wound under her arm that
has not been draining via tube and unable to heal. It's now
healing and blood is appearing meaning improved circulation.
22/12/2016
CANCER & ANXIETY
Love, love, love. 2 Cancer scares. No more cancer. Anxiety – 90%
gone. Thank you, unconditional, family spirit. Love for
everything.
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3/11/16
CANCER
38 yo. Cancer terminal male – My husband. If this doesn't save
his life, it has definitely prolonged his life. The only medication
that entices appetite and puts a light smile on a very desperate
man.
TUMOR
30 days of hot and cold oil and it has been amazing. Sleeping
perfectly and for a long time! Most recent scan shows no tumour
growth. Thank you so much.
20/8/15
CANCER
My sister has had 4 months of oil and CBD treatment. Cancer
Count over these four months has reduced from 135,000 down
to under 20,00. She has gained weight and her eating has
improved. Amazing!!!
5/9/15
CANCER & PAIN-RELIEF
50ish man, T4 cancer in sinus, battling cancer since 2003,
radiation and chemo damage to face and ear. Smoking pot last 4
years off all meds. Reckon it immediately brings blood pressure
down which relieves eye pressure and headache.
CANCER
Mum's markers have dropped down to '40'. Ultimate number is
'30' so she's keen to keep at the program.
CANCER
I am 75. Cannabis has saved my life from cancer and is a positive
influence in my life. Laws against that are the crime.
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8/8/16
CANCER
My wife continues to improve. She is now the earlier weight she
was, same fitness level, better outlook. Medical Cannabis is the
best thing that ever happened. Her cancer count is 2 and she is
aiming for one. I have spoken to hundreds of people who have
walked through the same door. So many have rung back smiling,
so happy and alive. You can't lose. All credit and love.
CANCER
I have Stage 4 terminal cancer. I'm 49! Tincture is a Godsend.
Thank you!!! Was 2 months to live at Christmas 2014. Now they
say 5-7 years (Xmas 2015) left. Yay!!! Just do it!!!
24/10/16
TUMOR REDUCTION
Significant reductions in all tumours. Thank you so much. The D
family.
14/8/15
CANCER
80yo. Drops are working – 'THANK YOU'
23/1/16
CANCER
First try to help manage 20 years B/C. About to start chemo.
Need it to ease nausea / side effects.
16/11/15
CANCER
Hey guys, my father has been battling cancer for 10 years and
has been medicated through the hospital system – chemo and all
sorts of medication. Since he has started taken oil he has
reduced all of his counts and his quality of life has sky rocketed!!
Highly recommend this product.
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CANCER
My mother and father were not doing very well and I ordered
cannabis oil to help. On my mother’s side I must let you know
that it has worked so far. With a chemo treatment the cancer has
stopped and the doctors are in shock at how low her count has
reduced, and she’s feeling fine and putting on weight.
T4
My name is Joseph. T4 cancer inoperable. I have found a light
which has changed my brain and my life. God bless.
8/11/17
CHEMO SIDE EFFECTS
I purchased some oil for my daughter to take during chemo
treatment to assist with nausea and to sleep at night which did
help.
TERMINAL
Thank you because you
saved my life
(with six months to live out)
And no one else could help
me
I searched everywhere
about.
Then I remembered the folk
And the good things they
can do
I came – you helped – I'm
cured
All I can say is a big THANK
YOU
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One day the law will realise
How many they are killing
Because they won't agree
with you
Although you are so willing
You tirelessly save many
lives
I think it's a shame
The law is so blind and
stubborn
Stopping all you do in vain
One day they'll come to
realise
That you cannot be stopped
Keep up the good work –
bless you
And they can all go to pot!!!

BLOOD / LEUKEMIA
27/6/18
LEUKEMIA
Cannabis oil has really helped with sleeping, and I have gained
weight.
5/10/15
LEUKEMIA
Had a very rare form of leukaemia. Went through 6 months’
worth of chemo which made me very, very sick. Smoking
marijuana helped me through the sickness. I am in remission and
have been since Oct '14. I have been taking cannabis oil since Oct
'14 and have the oil to thank for keeping me in remission. I have
to follow up at the hospital every 3 months and all the specialists
keep telling me is that it's going to come back (my leukaemia). I
will continue to keep taking the oil. I would prefer natural over
medicinal any day. Thank you from the bottom of mine and my
family's heart for helping me and my health!! By the way, my
family are not criminals. My husband and I both work and pay
taxes. All we want is for me to be able to watch my children grow
older and have families of their own.
27/6/18
LEUKEMIA
Cannabis oil has really helped with sleeping, and I have gained
weight.
5/10/15
LEUKAEMIA
Had a very rare form of leukaemia. Went through 6 months’
worth of chemo which made me very, very sick. Smoking
marijuana helped me through the sickness. I am in remission and
have been since Oct '14. I have been taking cannabis oil since Oct
'14 and have the oil to thank for keeping me in remission. I have
to follow up at the hospital every 3 months and all the specialists
keep telling me is that it's going to come back (my leukaemia). I
will continue to keep taking the oil. I would prefer natural over

medicinal any day. Thank you from the bottom of mine and my
family's heart for helping me and my health!! By the way, my
family are not criminals. My husband and I both work and pay
taxes. All we want is for me to be able to watch my children grow
older and have families of their own.
11/7/19
CAVERNOUS HEMANGIOMA
I've tried cannabis products to help with my depression, and
cavernous hemangioma that I have in my brain. These have been
causing me difficulty with everyday things like sleeping, and
resulted in anxiety, and depression. It's been a while because I
wanted to see how it would work. I'm happy to say that my life
easier with cannabis products. I can't thank you enough. I wish I
had acted sooner. My condition was diagnosed back in 1995 and
this is the best I've been in a long, long time. I no longer need my
walking stick to help me around and the day-to-day chores are
easier to do and I'm doing more and more. Thank you again for
the help. You have made my life easier and given me something
to look forward to each day I wake up.

BONE MARROW
26/10/2018
BLASTIC PLASMACYTOID DENDRITIC NEOPLASM
In May 2018 my mother who is 79 was diagnosed with Blastic
plasmacytoid dendritic neoplasm. She was stage 4 and given 3
weeks to live. She started first round of chemo with may
complications. I started her on cannabis oil 2 weeks into her first
chemo. Round 2 of chemo - more complications, half way
through round 3 I stopped all chemo and requested a pet scan.
The scan showed she is clear of cancer. The doctor said it is
unbelievable and he has never known anyone to survive. The oil
is an absolute life saver.
MYELOMA/LUNG DISEASE AND PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
My mum has early stage Myeloma (blood cancer), chronic lung
disease and persistent back troubles (operation and a nerve root
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injection). Dad has a range of ailments including peripheral
neuropathy. In spite of this they are the most upbeat, happy,
caring people and have found some relief by using your oil, i.e.
restful sleep, no more shakes and reduced pain. My primary
hope is that the oil may stall the progress of the Myeloma. So I
wish to give you a heartfelt thank you for enabling my parents
access to this oil.

BOWEL
BOWEL
My Dad had bowel cancer 6 months ago. The hospital wants him
to do chemo but his organs would have fail, so we put him on the
oils. Now today his lower part of his body is clean including his
prostate, thanks to the oils he has been taking.
BOWEL
My mate's Dad was diagnosed with Stage4 Bowel Cancer. In just
one month he's regained his appetite, sleeps and night and has
dreams!! He has a lot more energy during the day, his explosive
diarrhoea has ceased and he no longer requires a full-time carer.
His cancer cell count has not gotten any worse or better but he
feels amazing.
6/9/15
BOWEL
70s hippie girl. Half bowel removed last year because of cancer.
On cannabis oil since Jan this year. Latest check-up: CT scan all
clear, cancer marker is 1. Thank you universe.
4/9/15
BOWEL
50-year-old male, Stage IV bowel cancer. Taking oils for about 2
weeks and already see the improvement. Over 2 weeks put on
7kg weight.
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05/01/20
BOWEL / LIVER
I came 1 month ago to start treatment for bowel cancer that has
spread to my liver. Since starting, my liver function has
improved, doctor saying almost back to normal. Side effects
from chemo have improved and I’ve been able to reduce my pain
medication. Came today to continue treatment with the oils and
am super excited to come back soon with more great results.
Can’t thank you enough.
27/9/15
BOWEL, LIVER, LUNG
55yr male, bowel cancer with mets to liver and lungs. Prognosis
in January '15 3-5 months. Now into cycle 18 of chemo palliative
– pain keeps increasing even though masses of targin/ oxycontin/
endone/ liquid morphine. Within 2 days of 'canna oil' -NO
NAUSEA – NO VOMITING FOR TWO WEEKS!! YAY!! Is able to eat
a bit more, energy levels up – definitely a miracle. This is so
good. Please accept our thanks and love for all your help and
information. Pain levels are much better. Thank you all.
BOWEL + LIVER
My family member has been taking cannabis elixir for about 5-6
weeks. He has been battling cancer for 4 years – bowel, liver,
lung and now pelvic lining. It has helped him sleep (something he
has struggled with) and the tumour has decreased in size. Thank
you.
BOWEL CANCER
32yo, bowel cancer, now lung cancer. Only relief from nausea is
cookies he makes. Keep up the good work. Sydney.
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BRAIN
29/01/2021
BRAIN
My brother has a stage 4 brain tumour and was given 2 months
to live 4 months ago. He has been using the medicinal cannabis
and has had truly remarkable results. His doctor recently asked
him “How is it that you are still alive?! His tremors have stopped,
he hasn’t had any fits, his headaches have been alleviated and
he’s feeling great. He’s having quality time with his family and
has stopped the morphine and the oxycontin. It is near
miraculous! Thank you.
19/1/18
BRAIN
Nan had brain cancer and couldn’t move or talk. However, for 3
weeks after using cannabis oil she was awake, eating and happy
before she sadly died shortly after.
23/11/16
BRAIN
My son (3 ½ years) was diagnosed with a brain tumour 4 months
ago. We started the oil and his tumour has shrunk by 50%. It's
the best result his oncologist has seen. We are so happy. Thank
you :-)
BRAIN TUMOUR (3 ½ Y O)
Progressive Pilocytic Astrocytoma (Glioma) 14 months of
treatment with chemo and medical cannabis started at the same
time. Progressive MRI’s at 3 months – 50% reduction. At 7
months 75% reduction. At 11 months 100% reduction. We
absolutely swear by this, it’s helped not only get rid of a tumour,
but helped ease the pain, nausea, and all the severe side effects.
We were told initially there was a 95% mortality rate with this
tumour. Our son was only 3 ½ years old when we turned to
medicinal cannabis, as our only other option. We were told that
the tumour was inoperable after brain surgery, and that the best
we could hope for with chemo is tumour stabilization. As you can
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see we got results every step of the way, so we knew this was
working. 100% cancer free from a brain tumour with a 95%
mortality rate. Tumour location: hypothalamus.
BRAIN TUMOUR/EYESIGHT
In Feb – March 2017 I got some oil for a friend that had lost her
sight from a brain tumour back in Nov 2015. One bottle and her
sight has come back. She had only been taking the oil for 2
weeks.
22/5/16
BRAIN
My girlfriend was diagnosed with GB brain cancer Stage 4
(defined by the medical system as a terminal death sentence in
January 2016). She has just had her first in-depth M.R.I after
chemo/radiation and medicinal marijuana and turmeric and
gumby-gumby and no cancer result which is 'miracle'. We are
continuing with good oil, turmeric etc. until her next scan in 3
months.
BRAIN
I have a brain tumour for 10 years. 2 operations and radiation
plus 3 leakages of spinal fluid have taken its toll on my body.
Before starting on CBDa and THC my life was sitting in front of
the TV. Now I can actually do things and have a life.
22/7/17
BRAIN TUMOUR
I was taking THC for a brain tumour (successfully) until I was
convinced to participate in a Phase 1 clinical trial for a breast
cancer drug. I stopped using Cannabis during the trial, to be fair,
to give them clean results. My BRAIN tumour returned. So now
I’m back on THC and just received CLEAR BRAIN SCANS.
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6/1/18
GLIOBLASTOMA
An old mate of mine diagnosed with Glioblastoma in May 2014. I
thought I would research possible alternatives as the
conventional therapy had a prognosis of 12 to 14 months. I
recommended THC and CBD (whole bud and oil) to be taken with
the conventional treatment. Result, alive still after 44 months.
He has some brain fog which I feel is due to the chemotherapy.
But he should be dead 3 times over at this point. I’m pretty
happy.
23/11/16
TUMOR
This oil is the reason my mum is in the 9/ of people her age
group who have survived past a year with stage four
glioblastoma. We love cannabis oil. Thank you.
CANCER
Using the oil to treat GBM – operation in July 2015. MRI showed
no growth in tumour over the last 2 weeks. This is positive
because for the prior 4 weeks the tumour had grown by 50%.
Also using liquid turmeric / intravenous Vitamin C. Another MRI
in 3 weeks. If tumour doesn't grow in that time I will double dose
of oil, aim to hold tumour and then start to shrink it.

BREAST
21/02/21
BREAST CANCER
I have been battling breast cancer for 17 months. I started on
the oil and paste a week after starting chemo and was amazed at
the effects of the oil, stopped my headaches, vomiting, nausea,
and I was able to sleep.
ER/PR and HER2 Metastatic BREAST CANCER
To the bones with moderate risk of fracture to spine. Diagnosed
6 months ago 2017, started cannabis oil immediately (THCA,
THC, CBD) alongside conventional hormonal therapy, as well as
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drastic lifestyle changes including a vegan diet and
supplementation, toxicity, environmental changes and
management of emotional stresses. Jan 2018 I had scans and
they found NO CANCER activity in my bones whatsoever! And my
breast lump shrunk 70-80% and all bloods excellent. According to
my oncologist this is very rare (that’s because hormone therapy
is not supposed to achieve this result) especially in such a short
amount of time.
25/3/16
BREAST
Hello! My mother was diagnosed with stage 4 breast cancer with
spinal metastases last year. WE promptly got her some CBD &
THC oil for her as part of her holistic therapy. Very happy to
report an improved quality of life to date as well as some
improvement in her condition!!! There is so much hope in
natural therapies – cancer does not have to be a death sentence.
5/12/16
BREAST CANCER & LYMPHOMA
Advanced breast cancer & lymphoma. I've been taking the THC &
CBD oil since April 2016 for breast cancer recurrence &
lymphoma (caused by chemo ten years earlier). Since taking the
oil, and making a series of other big changes to me lifestyle –
(fasting – LOTS of fasting, veg juice, plant based, H202 + wobenzyme) I have made 6 tumours disappear, with the 3 I have left
smaller than on my last scan. Thank you for your tireless,
dedicated work. It is truly lifesaving.
10/11/16
BREAST
It's been 10 months since me diagnosis of Triple Negative Breast
Cancer and I chose not to do chemo and have been taking the
THC oil and making suppositories so far so good. My circulating
tumour cells are reducing and oncologist pleased with my
progress.
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BREAST
Thanks for helping me through the hard days/month. As you
know I was diagnosed with breast cancer 1 year again having
both breasts removed I was told to prepare for the worst. June
2016 I am still here in the land of the living. Thanks to you guys I
have no markers in my blood. I want to that you all for your
understanding and kindness and I will always be grateful to all
for giving me extra and quality of life. Love you all.
20/9/17
TRIPLE NEG BREAST CANCER
Triple Neg Breast cancer diagnosed June 2016 March 2017 I was
diagnosed with triple negative cancer in 2016. I went on an
intensive IV Vit C, hyperthema, GeMaf, Carrotene plus
supplements, cannabis oil, biorsonance, biofeedback. I changed
my CA to Oestrogen pos, and then cleared it altogether in March
2017. Circulatory tumour cells gone from 2,400 to 2,100 to <100
(normal levels) Thanks so much for all your help along the way.
4/9/15
BREAST
61-year-old mum with Stage 4 breast cancer. 2-month hospital. 3
weeks on drops. I sent home. Vast improvement in all aspects.
Thank you.
1/7/17
TRIPLE NEGATIVE CANCER/ABI
Changed my triple negative cancer into oestrogen positive and
now no cancer. My husband suffers ABI and absent seizures
which were reduced with Agathopian oil spray.
19/08/20
STAGE 3 BREAST CANCER
I came here with a death notice – 5 years ago and only 3-6
months to live. I said NO to tradition and yes to living.
Well, 5 years later, no breast cancer and a mute asbestos cancer
– to doctor’s surprise. It’s a pleasure to have doctors
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‘sttsstumm!’ It’s a pleasure to visit the great folks here who just
want to see people well, healed and living life.

CERVICAL
16/11/17
CERVICAL CANCER
Diagnosed with cervical cancer. Stopped mixing tobacco with my
cannabis, continued using ointment daily. After 4 months my
cervix was completely healthy. Thankyou. Keep up the good
work.

COLON
4/9/15
COLON
17-year-old female, advanced colon cancer diagnosed Nov '14.
No need for high strength pain killers since commencing
cannabis oil treatment. Helps with sleeping and relieves anxiety.
Helps with chemo side effects.

GALL BLADDER
17/10/15
BLADDER
My mum (68) has gall bladder cancer which has spread to her
liver. She's on physepten (methadone) and morphine. Cannabis
oil is working better than anything. Absolutely a wonder. She has
a minimal PRN since taking THC. Thank you.
GALL BLADDER
Woman in 70s. Gallbladder cancer meta to liver. Using hot (oil)
orally made huge difference. Off some of her pain relief meds.
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LIVER
3/4/16
CARCINOMA
My wife's cancer count was 667,000 less than a year ago. It's
now 2. She did have Advanced Hepatocellular Carcinoma – it is
terminal in every case bar Dell's. The oil was the MAJOR
COMPONENT of her recovery. Her last five founts are 8, 6, 4, 3
and 2. The oncologists call her the 'miracle patient'. This oil can
do so much and without it she would be dead.
22/07/2021
LIVER CANCER
Cleared liver cancer TWICE with the very find assistance from the
Embassy. For pain – topical hemp cream. For “knock off cancer”
responded well to Endoca paste raw CBD and THC capsules.
24/7/16
HCC
My husband was diagnosed with HCC Cancer in Sept '15. We
have tried so many different therapies, we didn't want to live
with the battle of cancer. My husband's tumour markers have
increased again to over 200,000. We have faith this medicine will
get rid of his cancer.
31/8/15
HEPATOCELLULAR
My wife was Advanced Hepatocellular Cancer – 3 months to live,
cancer count 667,000. It is now 20. Doctors are upset and refuse
to accept that the oil kills the most dangerous cancer there is.
The oil has saved her life.
21/12/15
LIVER CANCER
I have got terminal liver cancer. Started taking oil about 5 weeks
ago and my CEA levels have reduced from 361 to 15 over this
period. I am feeling great. Thanks.
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2/2/16
LIVER CANCER
Hi folks, one month today on oil. I have liver cancer stage 4, told
6 months at most to live so I'm going to use the oil as hospital
only offered tablet chemo which I refused to take. Feeling
awesome at moment. Stay positive! First blood tests result next
week. More to follow.
20/8/17
LIVER CANCER
2 years ago: I have stopped chemo due to its affects and my last
CT scan showing only 2 nodules and a slowed cancer (my doc’s
words). Thanks for giving me a bit longer to make trouble in this
world.
3/12/16
LIVER CANCER
My father was diagnosed with cancer of the liver and given 12
months to live. He has started treatment with cannabis oil, and
he is eating, sleeping and walking around more. The best thing is
he sees hope for the future. Thanks.
LIVER CANCER/LYMPH NODES
My husband had several tumours throughout lymph nodes and
liver. After one round of chemo, he rejected further
recommended chemo treatments. After 2 months of cannabis
oil, the cancer has vanished. It’s not a miracle, it’s another great
example of natural medicine and our connection with nature.

LUNG
1/3/20
LUNG CANCER
I came here in Jan 2019 after being diagnosed with lung cancer. I
took away my regime of thins from the H.E and was religious in
taking it. My left lung lobe was removed in March 2019 and
instead of it being stage 3 as diagnosed, it was Stage 1 and I was
given 98% chance of survival! Most of all I did not require
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anything more than Panadol just 2 days following surgery, whilst
my ‘room mates’ were on morphine and had nerve blockers in.
I am so very grateful for the product and the caring service from
the H.E. Much love.
LUNG
50 year man with 49 year brother with Stage 4 lung cancer. Has
been taking for 2 months. Cancer growth has stopped, not
reduced, he has felt better.
LUNG
Using for 2 months. Terminal lung cancer. 30% REDUCTION.
31/1/19
LUNG CANCER
I have stage 4 Lung Cancer…metastasized and some lymph nodes
also involved. I was started with Immune Therapy and I am what
is called a responder, as they at first gave me about 8 months to
live in 2016 and here I am still above the earth and breathing! I
have very little pain and have taken Cannabis oil since 2016.
5/2/19
LUNG CANCER & ANXIETY/DEPRESSION
I have to thank cannabis oil for healing my mother last year. My
father sourced a couple of bottles of tincture for her lung cancer
condition. She is now in remission. My wife suffers major
anxiety/depression. She's been using cannabis oil for two years
now with so much success!
15/6/19
STAGE 4 SECONDARY LUNG CANCER
My Mum was given 3 months to live and if she had chemo she
was told she may get 6 months. She started CBD oils and had a
PET scan it had shrunk marginally. Had a second scan 6 weeks
later and it had shrunk so much. They aren't worried about it and
said "Maybe it was just inflammation all along!!!" Her doctor told
her "Keep doing what you are doing." Thank you!
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STAGE 4 LUNG CANCER
The last 12 months have been very stressful and without the oil,
without hope. When my husband was diagnosed, they told him it
was terminal stage 4 lung cancer and had spread to the lymph
nodes and behind the stomach. (This was May 2015) They
started chemo (June) and it caused cbts in the lungs, and he lost
the sight in one eye. They ceased chemo as they could see it
affected his blood too much and he had to have transfusions. He
started the oil and within 1 week had stopped coughing. When
he had CT scan all the cancer had all but gone. The doctor said
the spot was so small he wouldn't know it was there if he didn't
already know. He has been in remission up to now. Some small
spots in other lung. We have not disclosed to the doctor about
the oil, they thought the chemo had worked wonders. His heart
medication has been halved and one tablet ceased altogether.
We are convinced the oil is the new breakthrough we have been
waiting for. Thank God for people like you and the chemist who
produces good safe quality oil and help people like us.
31/8/18
LUNG CANCER
3 years ago I was diagnosed with Stage 4 lung cancer and given 6
-12 months to live. After 12 months of chemo my tumours were
growing rapidly. I started taking medicinal cannabis oil and now
my tumours are just pin head size. I have not had any cancer
treatment for over 12 months. PW
7/9/16
LUNG AND LIVER CANCER
Have been getting the hot tincture now for 3 ½ months with
both lung and liver cancer. With a controlled diet to keep her
system alkaline the cancer has disappeared. It's always important
to change your lifestyle and be strict and allow your immune
system to contribute with healing.
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20/9/16
LUNG CANCER
I have had lung cancer for 2 ½ years. I have been using the
tinctures for at least two years. The oncologist can't work out
why it is not growing & had not told me it has calcified. I honestly
believe that the tincture has cured my cancer – I recommend it
to all sufferers. Lance
23/9/16
LUNG CANCER
My wife was diagnosed with Stage 4 metastatic lung cancer in
June '15. She's still with us and doing well after a 6-month life
diagnosis. She has been taking cannabis tinctures for just over 1
year now and will continue. The doctors are stumped. Thank you
so much for making this available to us.
3/4/16
LUNG CANCER
My mum has Stage 4 lung cancer and she has been told she has
16 months left so we are here for the oil as it feels like her last
resort. We hope to come back with a successful story. Cheers.
Thanks heaps and keep up the great work. C & J.
LUNG CANCER
Mum was diagnosed with Stage 3B lung cancer on the 11/9/16 –
told with chem had 12 months to live. Started chemo 1/10/16
and was admitted 3/7 later with pleural effusion and partially
collapsed lung. Brought her in here a week later as the 2nd dose
cancelled. Mum has been taking the THC tincture #1 and 2
droppers on CBD a day. Today was told 10cm lung cancer has
shrunk to under half the size. Oncologist was blown away –
called it 'a dramatic reduction in tumour size'. We are so grateful.
Can't wait to see what a further 3 months of treatment will bring.
I've got my mum back.
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4/5/16
LUNG CANCER
Hi, my name is H and I have Stage 4 lung cancer and secondary in
other areas. I have started using medicinal cannabis and am
feeling great results after 6 days. I was due to be doing radiation
for pain only this week and it’s only due to the oil that I am not. I
use Rick Simpson's method, but I am trying to get to 2 mg a day
as my cancer is so aggressive. My chemo specialist agrees chemo
probably won’t' improve my quality of life – it's good at the
moment, but it shows he has given me 6 months to live. The oil
will prove him wrong.
LUNG CANCER
Diagnosed with terminal lung cancer – 3 months’ later scans
show that all tumours have shrunk 1/3 in size. All positive signs
and continuing to shrink. Thank you!!!

LYMPH NODE / HODGKIN’S
LYMPH NODE
I was diagnosed with cancer of the lymph nodes. Heard about
medicinal cannabis from a friend. 6 weeks later after using this,
tumour has not got bigger and is shrinking.
20/12/2019
CLASSIC HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA
Stage 2B unfavourable upon diagnosis with 10cm x 6cm
mediastinal mass. June 2019 diagnosis date, started CBD
protocol within the week, started ABVD chemotherapy 6 weeks
after. On the 18/12/19 I received a clear scan, completely cancer
fee, with only a small amount of soft tissue abnormality left. This
is amazing, and I am so grateful for everyone’s help, knowledge
and support. Some of the kindest people I have met along this
journey and even managed to help change my mother'’
perception on this medicine. From diagnosis date, I commenced
Endoca Decarb paste daily as well as increasing my dosage of
Uncle Pete’s 3g to a full dropper. I did smoke bud occasionally
for more immediate pain relief, appetite assistance sleep and
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mood/anxiety towards the end of my treatment. I would say I
am using quite high doses (I doubled everything halfway
through) and have a fairly high tolerance. I am so grateful for all
your assistance and I 100% believe I am cancer free because of
this incredible plant medicine as well as giving me enough relief
to be able to NOT take any prescription painkillers which I’ve
found Doctors to give out like candy. Thank you from the bottom
of my heart, and I am currently looking to further my knowledge
to be able to give back and assist other, as you have helped me.
HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA
08/11/2020
I would like to say HUGE THANK YOU!! I had Hodgkin Lymphoma
and I used Uncle Peter’s oil from you. I am cancer free after 3
months!!! Stage 2! Pick up 8kg during the chemo …I wasn’t sick.
THANKYOU!! Also my Hubby’s hand was shaking but he started
to use the oil and he is much better now. You are AMAZING!
HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA
Thanks again. Your product got me though what could have been
a horrendous stem cell transplant for Hodgkins lymphoma.
12/7/19
LYMPHOMA
Mum is 80 years old and has been diagnosed with lymphoma
cancer. She has had 6 treatments of chemotherapy and also
taking cannabis oil. She never felt any bad symptoms, her weight
loss was before diagnosis but while on the oil her weight was
stable. She had good appetite and slept really well in the night
and mostly no pain whatsoever. She is now in remission and
cancer free. She does have 17 radiations to do just as a
precaution but I have told her to continue using the oil this time.
I strongly believe this has been a major impact and her remission
has a lot to do with the oil. Thank you so much.
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13/1/18
LYMPHOMA
Started on medical Marijuana 3 months ago due to a lymphoma
diagnosis. Had chemo as well and my last pet scan shows clear.
Thankyou.
18/8/18
NON HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA - LYMPHATIC CANCER
My wife came in search of a non-prescribed pain killer during
chemotherapy. She had to undergo the "rescue chemo" the most
extreme strength chemo. The oil allowed her to eat and remain
healthy during this period. Her specialist was surprised by how
well she endured the treatment "the best he has ever seen". This
also aids in her menopause. Thankyou.
2/9/15
CANCER
Diagnosed with lymphoma and started chemo 2 months ago.
Started taking the oil and it has helped me massively. It has
increased my appetite, reduced nausea and given me a general
sense of well-being. I have now started my dog on it as she has
cancer also. I don't know if it is the oil or chemo or both but my
tumour marker lactate dehydrogenase has gone from 1500 to
150 – it is now in the normal range. I am truly grateful for the
work that has been done. I know that this has significantly
contributed to my well-being and recovery.
26/8/15
CANCER
44-year-old female with Stage 3 Lymphoma, who has had
massive relief from cannabis oil. Thank you very much for
helping her.
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OESOPHAGUS / THROAT
22/10/16
CANCER
I had oesophagus cancer diagnosed two years ago, had chemo,
radio and operation; everything was good until till one year later
cancer came back and attacked lymph nodes. More chemo, but
this time also with your hot oil and cold oil. Did a scan and from 4
spots diagnosed only 2 left and the 2 were halved. Next week
another CT scan. Can't wait for the results! The oils are the
answer in my opinion.
22/6/16
OESOPHAGUS CANCER
Here we go. Great results. A friend of mine was diagnosed with
Oesophagus cancer and given weeks to live. I felt hopeless &
purchased cannabis oil for him. He has since had a scan and his
tumour has reduced by ½, his blood test is in the normal range,
he is able to eat good, he no longer requires blood pressure
medication and his doctors are astounded at his results even
though they won't recognise how he has achieved this.
25/9/17
THROAT CANCER
I am recovering from cancer of the throat and subsequent
radiation treatment. The pain and discomfort that I was
suffering was becoming intolerable. I followed your instruction
and use of the product and finally I am virtually pain and
discomfort free. Thank you. I have my life back.
25/9/16
TONGUE AND NECK CANCER
I've had tongue and neck cancer 2012 and neck cancer 2013 –
chemo and radium had no effect. Subtle changes with saliva
glands and taste buds after2 months on increasing cannabis oil,
after 4 years of … at all. Sleeping better. Head space better.
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PANCREATIC
PANCREATIC and LUNG
Since taking cannabis oil in October 2017, I have had some scans
and the test results for the pancreas and the lungs are amazing!
19/1/18
PANCREATIC CANCER
I’ve used cannabis oil before and believe 100% it’s helping my
mother with her pancreatic cancer. Her numbers have reduced
and she’s healthy as can be after her chemo trips (which is rare).
Thanks for all your help.
PANCREATIC CANCER
G'day I have been using your community for 19 months in the
fight of pancreatic cancer and am having great results.
18/7/18
NEURO ENDOCRINE PANCREATIC CANCER, ENLARGED AORTA
January 7th 2018 diagnosed neuro endocrine pancreatic cancer
metastasized to liver with multiple lesions. Prognosis - 6-10
months to live. Started chemo told 20% chance of working.
Started Uncle Peter's 3 in 12 for 30 drops a day for 3 months.
Latest CT scan full remission!!!!!! Oil helped alleviate all chemo
side effects! Also latest scan results show an existing enlarged
aorta, was 4.2cm, has decreased to 3.6cm!! It is actually criminal
that this natural product is not legal! This plant saved my life.
17/7/16
CANCER
I was a sceptic. I'm all in favour of science based medicine. My
friend has pancreatic cancer metastasised and cancer markers
are down from 33000 to 16000 after using cannabis oil. Feel free
to contact me to verify.
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9/12/16
CANCER & TUMOR
High Grade Tumour – Bile Duct. Pancreatic has spread to pelvis,
rectum, ovaries. Ovaries removed, closed me up. Given 4-6
months’ pancreatic cancer. Started the medicinal cannabis in Oct
2016. Last blood test 510, tumour spikes, 4-6 months’ tops.
Started CBD/C.O Oct 16. Nov 16 one month to the day my blood
came back @ 19.3 (normal). Still have cancer but oncology is
baffled. Chemo wasn't going to save me, was told by G.C.
Hospital. 13.5 kgs on and normal blood test since medicinal
cannabis, along with Alkaline, juices, black seeded cumin oil,
manuka honey daily. Thank you.
18/1/16
PANCREATIC CANCER
My brother Graham has had pancreatic cancer and the only thing
that has kept him alive through psychologically keeping him
positive and stopping the terrible cramping pain. So a huge
THANK YOU!!! He now has cancer in his liver and lungs, but is still
positive and fighting it. Thanks again!
PANCREATIC CANCER
I have been referred by one of your customers and also
recommended by a Radiologist Oncologist who practises in your
area and a GP from the central coast both of who say they have
seen remarkable results in some patients.
PANCREATIC CANCER
My mum, 57 yrs old, started taking oil 1 week ago. She has
terminal pancreatic cancer with mets to liver. After 2 days (she
is) off morphine and endone. Now to shrink these tumours.
Thank you so much for your help.
05/01/2021
PANCREATIC CANCER. St 4
Thank you for all your help with my Mum. She had stage 4
pancreatic cancer and was given 3 months to live. Cannabis oil
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saved her life for the next 4 months. She was like a new woman,
no pain, could ear food and was sleeping well. She wished she
had started sooner. She sadly passed in hospital to scared to
take her oil, however she is deeply grateful for all the benefits.
Thank you again.

PITUITARY
06/03/2021
PITUITARY TUMOUR
Love your products guys. Even the doctors are stumped as to
how a small pituitary tumour can just dissolve itself!!

PROSTATE
23/8/19
PROSTATE
The good news is that although my heart/lung condition is pretty
bloody, the cancer seems to be almost in remission. My PSA is
well down and my general wellbeing much improved. I did not
and do not expect a miracle cure, but something is obviously
working. All my regular doctors are please and impressed. So I
will gratefully continue the treatment you prescribed. Many
thanks to all.
05/03/2020
TERMINAL - PROSTATE CANCER
My father is in palliative care stage of prostate cancer, this has
spread to bowel, tailbone and lymph's. He has been using oil this
past month and has had so much relief with pain. He has been
on prescription pain meds but has had little to no relief. The THC
caps and oil have been amazing. He is soon to be at the end of
everything and little easier for all. Thank you so much.
PROSTATE
Currently treating advanced prostate cancer and having good
results. The days are early yet and I feel I am heading in the right
direction.
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18/01/20
PROSTATE
My dad has prostate cancer that has been treated by hospital
but kept returning. With the help of hemp oil the cancer is fully
gone. We just need to continue the oil and Dad will stay cancer
free. Thank you for saving Dad from chemo and giving him life
again.
10/01/20
PROSTATE CANCER
PSA was 5.9 June 2020. After taking the correct dosage of 10
drops of 3g Uncle Pete’s my PSA fell to 3.0 in November.
Prostate cancer could not be detected with an MRI scan in
November 2019. Great work.
PROSTATE CANCER
I was diagnosed with advanced prostate stage 4 cancer in
October last year. I have been taking [THC oil] and raw paste for
six months now. My tumours have all disappeared now. I believe
the oil with my chemo has made a huge difference to my health.
13/10/18
PROSTATE STAGE 4
Next weekend will be 12 months the anniversary when I was
diagnosed with stage 4 advanced prostate cancer. Doctors told
me they could not cure me. At that time, I did a lot of research
regarding cannabis oil. In the beginning I had near 50 mins of
radiation followed by 6 months of chemo, every night I take 15
drops of oil under my tongue, mornings I do the paste on the
gums. I have been taking this since November last year, never
missed a day, my PSA level has gone from 270 down to 7 then 3
then 1, latest results last week came back below 1, this is where
it should be, the results are very positive, considering the
position I was in 12 months ago. I changed my diet, gave up the
alcohol and the cigarettes, I truly believe this oil has helped me
to where I am now, to this day I'm feeling the best I have ever
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been, I'm looking healthy and feeling great, I strongly
recommend this product to people out there. Thank you from
the bottom of my heart. I truly believe I have been given a
second chance at life. It’s great to be healthy and to be alive.
24/5/16
PROSTATE CANCER
Have been taking cannabis oil for prostate cancer. 7 months ago
my reading was 8.7, now it is 0.90. Bloody great stuff. Should be
legal.
25/1/17
PROSTATE CANCER
Have been taking cannabis oil for 18 months for prostate cancer.
My PSA reading is the lowest (0.53). It has been bloody great
stuff.
PROSTATE CANCER
My husband, Don, has Stage 4 prostate cancer which is the sole
reason for using cannabis oil. Thank you for being there as
traditional medication does not give very much relief.
PROSTATE CANCER
My father has terminal prostate cancer. Been using oil for 3
months and has had no pain. Thank you heaps.
31/8/15
PROSTATE CANCER
Came from Melbourne – suffering from advanced prostate
cancer. Have been taking oil for 6 weeks and have felt 100%
better. PSA levels dropped from 9 to .3!!! Tell me this doesn't
work!
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SKIN / MELANOMA
22/4/18
MELANOMA
April 2017 I was diagnosed with grade 5 melanoma. The
prognosis was not good. My son was using Cannabis oil for
anxiety issues and suggested I try it. The oil combined with the
cream has had amazing results. 2 x PET scans have been
completely clear. My specialist is astounded by my recovery and
repair. I am also sleeping so well and energy levels have
increased. Thank you so much.
MELANOMA
I recently bought some oil made from flowers that was
recommended as a cure for a melanoma, (not mine!) It worked.
After 7 days applying 2-3 times per day, morning and evening,
there was no cancer. Thankyou
MELANOMA
In the year 2014 my husband had a melanoma on his head.
Scans showed this had travelled to his lungs, pancreas, liver and
bones. At that time, he didn’t have much time left. He was in a
deal of pain, couldn’t eat. He commended Keytruda at the same
time I came here to Nimbin and purchased the cannabis oil.
He commenced this and slowly he started to respond.
After around 5 – 6 months he was responding so well he was
able to go out into is garden. This he continued for maybe a
couple of years. Tests showed at the hospital he was clear of
melanomas. He stopped taking it after a while. He then had a
return in the bladder. I believe it is harder to detect so we
commenced some more treatment for a while. He is now
keeping very well and out of trouble.
2/2/17
STAGE 4 MELANOMA
I cannot talk more highly of these products. Considering he was
in terrible pain and discomfort from melanoma Stage 4, my
husband had a great calm about him. The pain relief this gave
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him, meant he didn’t need as much endone in the last weeks of
his life. It did help with his appetite and general wellbeing with
no side effects. Thank you.

STOMACH / GASTRIC
09/09/2020
DUODENUM and STOMACH CANCER
My partner Dave was diagnosed with a tumour on his duodenum
which only left an 11mm gap for food etc to get through, there
was also cancer detected in his stomach lining. This diagnosis
was confirmed a week after his stomach perforated. A biopsy
was done at time of operation (13th May 2020). Oncologists
were convinced cancer escaped when perforation happened and
they were probably correct in their view. Dave started his 1st
chemo on Thursday 18th June and has been having treatment
every 2 weeks and last one hopefully will be 23rd September. CT
scans were also done around 20th May where they detected
nodules on his lungs.
Dave started on Uncle Pete’s 3gm (20 drops under tongue daily),
coupled with endoca raw CBD paste on the 14th June (4 days
before 1st chemo). Dave then moved onto Phoenix Gold and
T1500 (he alternates). On the 10th week of his cannabis regime
Dave experienced no nausea at all. He was still lethargic and
zero energy but no nausea.
Fast forward to Monday night, 7th September, when Dave had a
CT scan with contrast. Dave then had a phone hook up with
oncologist’s yesterday and they reported that no nodules were
detected on lungs, no evidence of any spread and no tumour
detected in his duodenum (they never mentioned stomach lining
but if there was still cancer you can bet your bottom dollar they
would have said as they are brutal with their delivery). Dave will
still have an endoscopy, hopefully soon.
I just want to say that in my view, 100% the THC and CBD paste
eliminated his cancer and nodes on his lungs. Chemo just does
not do that especially for Dave’s type of cancer. He still has a
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way to go on his road to recovery as he has lost a lot of weight
and needs to build himself up again. I have so much gratitude.
You have literally saved Dave’s life. I just can’t thank you
wonderful people enough.
4/9/17
GASTRIC CANCER
41 years old – given 1 year to live 31/7/16 stage 4 gastric cancer
– stomach removed October 16. Pet scan done April 17, still
metastatic. Start medical cannabis. Pet scan done AUG 17 ALL
GONE – thanks!
STOMACH CANCER
David diagnosed with stomach cancer last December and after
using no.1 drops his T&B cell numbers are within normal range –
Eureka!!! Thank you all.

THYROID
15/2/2019
THYROID CANCER
First my enormous and heartfelt thanks to the extraordinary,
kind, courageous and life changing service you provide. In May
last year, I was welcomed very warmly and given unhurried and
thorough advice. I was undergoing intensive natural treatments
for thyroid cancer and associated lymphadenopathy. In July
2018, I had a CTC count which came back as zero. I have
continued using cannabis products and have gradually reduced
the dosage of THC to 8 drops daily and maintained the dosage of
CBD. I have just had another CTC test and the results are zero
again. My profound gratitude and appreciation again.
9/11/16
THYROID and THROAT CANCER
Many thanks! I have been diagnosed with thyroid and throat
cancer. Thyroid removed, however after using cannabis oil my
throat tumour has shrunk. I have been sent for 2nd opinions as
they were amazed. Cheers to health, awareness and well being.
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Cardiac

04/01/21
BLOOD PRESSURE AND INSOMNIA.
I have been using the drops each night before bed. I sleep so
much better. Also my blood pressure had dropped about 20
points. I first tried the drops in November 2020. Thank you.
9/5/17
ANGINA/PSORIASIS/PARANOIA
Paid a visit 3 weeks ago, purchased cold extract oil infused in
hempseed oil for myself also a sample jar of topical hemp cream
for a friend who suffers from psoriasis, who is nervous that she
might become addicted to cannabis after prolonged use,
although she admitted there seemed to be an improvement in
her condition after a brief use of the balm, can you supply any
information or literature refuting her concerns please, also how
often to apply the balm. Just briefly, for myself, I have found an
improvement in my general wellbeing plus a reduction in angina
attacks, allowing me to start taking walks again and doing cardio
exercise at the local gym. Needless to say, (based on these
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results) I am only too happy to promote the benefits of cannabis
infused products.
BLOOD PRESSURE
THC-A was fabulous for regulating my blood pressure. The
changes in my friend, Margi. She was anorexic, took THC-A
everyday changed her life. She's calm and has balanced her
weight.
2/5/18
BLOOD PRESSURE
THC-A fabulous for regulating my blood pressure.
20/12/17
NEUROCARDIOGENIC SYNCOPE (EDS)
My husband has Neurocardiogenic Syncope which causes
fainting, heart palpitations, chest pain, insomnia, chronic daily
headaches, migraines, plus his underlying condition is Ehler’s
Danlos Syndrome which is defective connective tissue which
causes dislocations, and fibromyalgia, since the body’s muscles
must compensate for weak connective tissue. He is now
considered retired/disabled. He will never work again. He was a
brilliant software architect/developer but he now just sits at
home. Medicinal cannabis brings my husband back. Usually the
lights are on but no one is home. It is the only thing that works
and dulls down the pain so that he can function. Don’t let the big
corporations take this away.
16/05/2018
Ok, here we go: My husband has 6 stents put in his arteries and
has an aneurysm on his aorta. He was on several meds which
left him having loads of side effects. Since using the cannabinoid
hemp oil he has got of these meds and his cholesterol, blood
pressure is fantastic and even his aneurysm has shrunk. He also
has restless legs and a pain in his groin which settles when taking
the oil.
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Cerebral Palsy

26/5/18
CEREBRAL PALSY
I year this month. I have been taking cannabis oil when I’m in lots
of pain. I have cerebral palsy since birth and for the last 4 months
I have been able to stop all prescription medications!!! Big
achievement as my pain would stop me from every day-to-day
activities. I have now been able to move around with ease and
mostly pain free, my energy levels are amazing and general living
is not so daunting anymore. Also do not have any anxiety.
Massive for me as I could never even get out of the car with
having panic attacks as I was worried about walking. All limbs of
my body are affected by cerebral palsy. I am 31yrs old with 2
children, that I was told I could never have. It’s biggest gift, that
has helped the quality of my life so much.
6/10/15
CEREBRAL PALSY
Son has cerebral palsy, epilepsy etc. Put drops in his milk at
night. Stop seizures, had a couple of small ones but definitely
lowered them. He stopped being so stiff and was more
manageable.
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26/3/16
CEREBRAL PALSY
R has cerebral palsy and is now 28 years old. He has been having
grand mal seizures all his life, on average one per week. 12-18
months ago began taking medicinal cannabis oil and has only had
one seizure in that time when he ran out of tincture. His quality
of life is so much improved. Thanks so much to all of the
awesome people who make it possible to get this most precious
gift from mother nature.
25/9/16
CEREBAL PALSY
Since Sarah has been trying various medicinal cannabis products
she has experienced massive progress in my opinion. Eating is
usually difficult and typically a time that Sarah is uptight. The
spray Sarah has been using has an immediate relaxation effect
which enables Sarah to eat. Very important product that she
uses on a daily basis. There has been an improvement in Sarah's
use of vocals too. Although Sarah isn't using a recognised
language, her vocal ability has improved and enabled her to
communicate with me in another way (in addition to her info
board). Not only have the products helped Sarah to feel more
comfortable on a daily basis, the ongoing day-trips (and
sometimes overnight) have been a great source of happiness for
Sarah. She greatly looks forward to our road trips and spending
time with people here. She loves the sense of community that
exists. We hope to be back again soon. Many thanks as always.
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Crohn’s disease
16/01/20
I had Crohn’s disease for 13 years and 5 years ago I switched
from pharma to the Elixer Aurum. I could feel a sudden change
which was a relief as I was on about 12 pharma tablets a day.
Even with the 12 tablets life was horrible. Since the switch I feel
better, got married and moved on with life. Last I had a medical
test which confirmed my Crohn’s was in remission. And it’s all
thanks to cannabis oil. My advice is ditch the pharma and give it
a go. Thank you for my life back.
15/1/18
CROHN’S
I was diagnosed with Crohn’s Disease 2 years ago and after going
through lots of surgery & toxic prescription drugs, tried Cannabis
Oil & it has made a massive difference to my life & I am already
getting close to complete remission.
23/6/18
CROHNS/BRITTLE/AUTISM
My son in-law has Crohn's, lost 30kgs in 2 months, and 6 months
of cannabis oil helped him, he gained all his weight back and
takes no tablets. I have brittle bones; I can walk again after
taking cannabis oil. A friend with autism takes 4 drops and is
calm and non-violent. Please government make this life changing
medicine legal.
20/10/17
CROHN’S
My son has had Crohn’s disease for 2 years and was very sick, in
and out of hospital. We had him on steroids that were making
him sick. I decided to try cannabis oil and after 3 months (after
blood test) he is in full remission. He has put on 6kg and has his
life back. Miracle oil.
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17/9/17
CROHN’S
Back in Dec 2016 my son was diagnosed with Crohn’s and having
an MRI on 22/12/16 to see how much of his small intestines they
would be removing. So only 2 weeks I started him on the medical
cannabis from here the results came back that it had cleared up
100%. NO OPERATION NEEDED.
CROHN'S
Clearness of mind, reduction in tremors, general wellness. Has
helped my Crohn's a lot and going to the loo is so much easier
and no bleeding.
CROHN’S
I have Crohn's disease and have had this for 10 years. Traditional
medicine was not working but since having this tincture I am
feeling much better. I use this tincture as my only medication
with very positive results.
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Dementia / Alzheimer’s

ALZHEIMER’S
I just wanted to let you know that the cold oils are helping my
mum with Alzheimer's a lot. Also the balm has been abating my
dad’s skin problems. The hard scary looking lesions falling off
already.
DEMENTIA
Man, 72, dementia. Using hot tinctures. Much happier.
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Depression
Also see: PTSD, Anxiety
DEPRESSION
I visited you back in April and you gave me some products to try
to help with my depression, and cavernous hemangioma's that I
have in my brain. These have been causing me difficulty with
everyday things, sleeping anxiety, depression and sleeping along
with others. It's been a while because I wanted to see how it
would work. I'm happy to say you've made my life easier with
your products. I can't thank you enough. I wish I had come to see
you sooner my condition was diagnosed back in 1995 and this is
the best I've been in a long, long time. I no longer need my
walking stick to help me around and every day to day cores are
easier to do and I'm doing more and more. Thank you again for
the help and I can't wait to visit you and receive more off you.
You have made my life easier and given me something to look
forward to each day I wake up. Love to you all your doing a
fantastic job and the government should recognise what you're
doing for others.
DEPRESSION/LETHARGY/ANXIETY
Took 2 different CBD oils, after 2 doses he’s seemed completely
changed. Wonderful.
29/12/2018
ALCOHOLISM AND DEPRESSION
Cannabis oil saved my life! I was a profound alcoholic, severely
depressed, totally wiped out abusing alcohol, I hit rock bottom,
ended up in hospital very sick and suicidal. Then a guardian angel
appeared and offered me this beautiful plant, the cannabis oil
helped me through withdrawals, in fact, I didn’t ever get the
‘shakes’ or delirium tremors, I just flowed along the gentle river
of recovery. Humble and grateful for this gift from the cannabis
plant. Thank you, with infinite blessings.
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31/5/16
DEPRESSION
I just want to say thank you so much for all your work and help. I
was in such a dark place before I turned to you for help. I was
about to start on pharma meds for depression. Your CBD cold
tincture has made such an impact on my life. Thank you so very
much. I am raving about it. You are doing wonderful and
important work.
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Diabetes
DIABETES
Mental and emotional healing cannabis oil allowed access to
deeper parts of my mind. I found I was a lot calmer and less
anxious than on previous oils.
CHOLESTEROL AND TYPE 2 DIABETES
I had a blood test which showed type 2 diabetes and 7.8 level of
cholesterol. 5 weeks later another blood test – cholesterol is 4
and no evidence of diabetes. Oils worked immediately.
DIABETES
In December 2017 I sought help for my husband who has a
complicated medical history. He is now 63, has chronic
depression and is legally blind. He was also suffering intractable
pain and disability caused by spinal stenosis. So during the last
three years, we have been down the road of endless trips to
specialists, X-rays, CT, MRI, had massage, physio, exercise, and
loads prescription pain meds. At his last visit not even surgery
was an option and all that could be offered was bi-yearly
epidural injections for long term pain management. Ian has had
two epidurals, the second was very unsuccessful and made him
very unwell. Ian also happens to be allergic to most opiates,
which left our window for relief with little hope. After seeing the
documentary on SBS about Lucy Haslam’s story and her
campaign for the legalisation of medicinal cannabis, we asked
our GP if she thought it would be beneficial to at least try a
natural product to obtain a possibly pain free quality of life. Her
answer was a resounding “YES”. Well, we are now into week 6,
Ian is off all pain medications, he still has minor discomfort in his
lower back, but it is manageable. He has had to reduce his insulin
doses and has even lost a few kilos. I think his mood has
improved and he can now use the whipper snipper!! (Which I am
very happy about.) I wanted to thank you most heartily, for
giving my husband an option that he did not have.
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29/9/16
DIABETES
Since using Cannabis, 5 months, blood sugar came down from
10-6. Off oxygen. Not coughing phlegm. Been telling everyone.
Have a friend who was Type 2 diabetic on two needles a day – no
needles anymore.
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Emphysema

13/4/17
EMPHYSEMA / COPD
My father has been taking the cold oil for 4 months and has seen
a significant improvement. His sleep and appetite have improved
massively and this has allowed him to maintain independent
living that was limited before xmas. He is able to go out for
dinner and perform activities that he was unable to do before
xmas, like showering and shaving himself. I thoroughly believe
the cold oil has been the catalyst for his improvement. Thanks
for all your work.
EMPHYSEMA
On behalf of my Dad who has been taking the tincture for 6
months – he is feeling wonderful. He has been diagnosed with
lung cancer. Emphysema. He is 76 and feeling the health benefits
from the tinctures. We are so grateful.
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Epilepsy
Also see: Seizures

22/02/2020
EPILEPSY
I previously had this treatment for my grandson who suffered
from childhood epilepsy. He was having a seizure monthly but
from the day I started him on the cannabis, he did not have
another seizure. He has been seizure free ever since. I am so
grateful.
14/01/2021
SEIZURES
12-year-old girl successfully treated from 10+ seizures a day to
none in 3 weeks. She is back at school and smiling again. The
cannabis oils saved her life!! CBD saved her life.
6/5/18
EPILEPSY
We started our daughter on cannabis medication 1 year ago for
the treatment of epilepsy. Weaned her off all of her pharma
meds, has been the best thing we ever did for her, has changed
our lives. The results have been amazing. Thanks to you all.
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11/07/20
SEIZURES
Thanks for your help with how the CBD and THC are working to
control my seizures, the spray has been fantastic. It stops my
seizures in their tracks if I have already started and someone can
get the spray in my mouth. Also I seem to be picking up on my
aura’s again, so I can spray myself and no seizure, which is really
life changing for me. I’m looking forward to trying the decarb
paste to see if that can give me more control. The THC caps have
been great, also, my sleep patterns and also my appetite.
Possibly the best sleep I’ve had in 20 years. I’ve been eating
better since taking them and managed to put a few kilos’ on
(went down to 55k). Life is getting better every day.
24/7/19
EPILEPSY
I have been using the cannabis oil as a medicine to control my
epileptic seizures for about 3 years now and it’s the best
medicine I've ever had for it. I tried every other medicine
available before this and none of them worked. I just got worse
and worse. The medical cannabis oil does not make you out of it.
I don't smoke it.
8/5/18
EPILEPSY
We started our daughter on cannabis medication 1 year ago for
the treatment of epilepsy. Weened her off all of her pharma
meds, has been the best thing we ever did for her, has changed
our lives. The results have been amazing. Thank you.
12/5/18
EPILEPSY/INTELLETUAL DISABILITY
Thank you so much. My son has CP epilepsy and behaviour
problems. Seizures reduced and behaviour has become more
manageable. He can now participate in programs with no/min
violent outbursts. Thank you so much for the advice and support.
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DRAVET'S SYNDROME
We would like to thank the cannabis oil which helped us with our
son who has Dravet's syndrome. The difference has been
wonderful, and we are very grateful.
MULTIPLE – EPILEPSY & BEHAVIOUR
Our son T has Lennox Gostaut Syndrome (epilepsy) and Down
Syndrome. He has been using drops for around eight months &
the improvement in his overall health and reduction in seizures
has been remarkable. Almost seizure free and if he does have
one the recovery is now swift – previously he would have been
unwell for several days. His awareness and behaviour have
improved, eye contact is way better and concentration block
improved. Can't thank you enough. This has been life changing
for T.
17/12/16
EPILEPSY
Epilepsy in 2 months has gone from 5 big seizures a day to 1-2
small seizures a day. 12 years old and has no side effects at all.
24/9/16
EPILEPSY
My son Kyle had seizures now for 7 long years with no help from
seizure medications. Queensland health is failing to act and I'm
here as the oil I get from here is working so much better. He's
gone from falling off the toilet or shower to very mild seizures
now, so thank you for helping my son.
EPILEPSY
I was diagnosed with severe Grand Mal Epilepsy. After 40 years
of mainstream medicine NOTHING stopped my continual
seizures until I discovered my magic oil. Since taking my 'OIL OF
LIFE' I have not had any seizures. Being of intelligence and
educated I fully support the use of medicinal cannabis. I will
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never go back to mainstream medicine and am willing to go to
jail as I believe this does cure epilepsy.
18/10/16
EPILEPSY
Using CBD age 77 years stopped seizures to one per 6 months
instead of 7 per 6 months.
EPILEPSY
I have been getting CBD oil for my brother now for just over 3
months. He has been a chronic sufferer of epilepsy for the last
eight years. The epilepsy was due to a c. head or car accident
when he was 16. The epilepsy never developed until he was 28.
We have now gone beyond doctors and are under a professor.
My brother had brain surgery. They removed a large lemon sized
part of the brain, however the seizures continued. No results
whatsoever from prescription medications. After the brain
surgery the doctors prescribed Endone. Even by the handful this
stuff did nothing for the pain. Nothing!!! Since being on CBD we
have had out first ever seizure free month in 8 years! The CBD
instantly stopped the pain in his head, he no longer has night
sweats, he's putting on weight, he has colour back in his face and
the old D is coming back. His professor is not against CBD – in
fact he has deemed D a 'monitored case'.
2/9/15
EPILEPSY
Epileptic for 30 years. Started on cold pressed tinctures and no
seizures for over a year now...much calmer.
EPILEPSY
Have trialled this for intractable epilepsy, have been able to
reduce medications from 7 to 3 medications at present. Have
reduced seizures and have noticed increased cognitive function
and memory retention. Now able to have a normal life.
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9/10/16
EPILEPSY
It's been 4 weeks’ seizure free. Sleeping better. Not as anxious.
Very happy with results. Thank you very much for your help.
7/6/17
EPILEPSY
My little sister, 17 years old, was having epileptic seizures for the
last 14 years. 4 seizures a night for as long as I can remember.
Started CBD oil 8 days ago and has had 2 seizures in total in that
time. My mum has had the first night’s sleep in 14 years. Words
cannot do justice to how grateful I am. Thankyou from the
bottom of my heart.
28/9/16
EPILEPSY
Just to let you know my friend's son has suffered from epilepsy
fits. Two years ago he started taking oil and has gone from 10 fits
a week to zero for the past 2 years.
26/9/15
EPILEPSY
Have been taking cannabis for epilepsy for 30 yrs. Rectal cancer
diagnosed March 2015. Chemo/radion can cure me in one
month. Natural remedy may take up to a year to cure to me.
Cannabis has helped me with my epilepsy and I feel sure it can
cure cancer too. Came down from Brisbane for alternative hemp.
Thank you. Sweet.
4/12/15
EPILEPSY
Epileptic. Have an amazing journey with the cold oil. Was on
pharmaceuticals for 20 years and to the point at they destroyed
my marriage. 16 months after using (cannabis) everything has
turned around. Family and myself has returned. Blessing for this
oil that is available and to the team that helps us. Onward and
upward.
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Fibromyalgia
CFS FIBROMYALGIA
Suffering chronic pain 19 years no help or answers very
frustrating. Taking CBD. Less pain, brain fog lifted. Able to have a
life. Had considered ending it. Doctors have not helped don’t
know how I will cope without it. Thank you all so much.
30/3/2019
FIBROMYALGIA
Tried CBD oil at night for last month, able to sleep through the
night without waning up with pains, was able to walk my dogs
for the first time after 4 days, no sick days for 1 month (before I
had at least 1 sick day per week.) Ulcer pain went away after 1
week use and hasn't come back.
12/11/2020
FIBROMYALGIA
I appreciate the risk you take, so I would like to tell you, with
love:
I think of all of you a lot
(and also of your lovely crop!)
At night time by my bed I pray
That you will never go away,
I have no pains I need to stop –
I have no problems I can’t cop
But after all – when day is done
Cannabis keeps me on the run.
I never falter – never freeze,
I’m never falling on my knees ..
Although I’m almost 85
I feel so wonderfully alive!
So team, thank you all.
FIBROMYALGIA
Relieving pain within 20 minutes. An acute pain will all but
disappear, works better than pharmaceuticals.
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FIBROMYALGIA
Thank you! The oils are really hoping my fibromyalgia.
7/8/18
FIBROMYALGIA, CFS & CHEMICAL SENSITIVITIES
I am 71 years old and have been using medical cannabis products
since early February 2018. In 2002, I retired because of ill health
(fibromyalgia, CFS and multiple chemical sensitivities). Medicinal
cannabis has given me my life back, after 20 years of pain and
fatigue. It is a wonderful feeling to be out of pain, to able
to focus my eye muscles and see much better, to be able to walk
without falling, to able to live my life again. What I didn't expect
was my blood pressure dropped to normal, after years of not
being so. My high cholesterol dropped. My very overactive
thyroid is normal... off medication. My doctor is really pleased
with the results.
FIBROMYALGIA
I am a fibromyalgia sufferer. I use 2 cannabis oils and a paste and have had great results. My remedial massage therapist could
not believe she was working on the same person, the
inflammation and pain had reduced so much. Highly
recommended.
FIBROMYALGIA
I have fibromyalgia had for 14 years. I was on a cocktail of drugs,
i.e. Lyrica, Tramadol, Fentanyl patches and antidepressants and
benzodiazepines for sleep. I tried a few times to come off with
no success. Then I found cannabis oil and I am now off all
prescription meds. I have got my life back again. I am so very
grateful for all your help and assistance.
30/10/16
FIBROMYALGIA
Managed to wean myself of Lyrica – feel so much better. My
fibromyalgia is settling down.
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4/4/16
FIBROMYALGIA
Having been diagnosed with fibromyalgia I decided to try
cannabis oil. It instantly relieved all of my pain and relieved all of
my symptoms. I use non activated in the morn & reactivated in
the evening. Has changed my life from severely debilitated to
functional.
FIBROMYALGIA
I have been using your hot & cold oil for 8 weeks now for
fibromyalgia. I haven't had one day of brain fog which is LIFE
CHANGING. Withdrawing from Lyrica has been painful, but I am
so much happier using your oils. Thank you so much.
FIBROMYALGIA
My wife suffers from fibromyalgia. She had chronic pain in her
hips, shoulders and hands. I am sure that at some stage she had
contemplated taking her own life as a result of the pain and a
hopeless future outlook. She now takes 2 drops of hot oil
morning and night. Last week she told me she felt so well she
could do a star jump! If I had not seen the effect and success of
her oil with my own eyes I would not have believed it possible. If
the minister for health lived with us, hemp oil would be lawful
from today.
6/8/15
FIBROMYALGIA
Treatment Fibromyalgia. Takes the edge of pain at night and
helps peaceful sleep. Only thing to work.
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Glaucoma

13/2/16
GLAUCOMA & ALLERGIES
Thank you! Greatly helped my glaucoma and my allergies. Very
happy.
3/8/16
GLAUCOMA
I have 'glaucoma'. The orthodox so-called specialists were no
help!!! But...what worked was: A) cannabis in oil (4x per day) B)
meditation / relaxation P.S. Had eye test today; pressure was
reduced in 8 weeks
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Hepatitis C

16/3/16
MULTIPLE - HEPATITIS C & CANCER
Picked up 3ml oil for wife who has liver cancer and Hep C. Find
that the hot oil (3ml) keeps her pretty level and cold oil is
treating liver directly. Last report was that her bloods were
stable and we attribute that to the cannabis oils. Doctors know
exactly what we are doing but legally they cannot endorse, only
support us in our decision to use cannabis as our choice.
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HEPATITIS C & LIVER DISEASE
48-year-old male with Hepatitis C and liver disease. Been taking
oil for 6+ months. Helped with sleep and pain. Love having a
couple of drops while at social gatherings as I can't drink any
more You guys are amazing. Love and blessings.
7/1/17
HEPATITUS C
I want to thank everyone for their support in the past 18 months.
Cannabis oil helped me with Hep C. My liver function improved a
lot over the last 18 months. My last blood test revealed I had
problems: four years later the numbers had vastly improved. My
Doctor was surprised by this – a progressive disease doesn't
normally improve.
8/9/15
HEPATITIS C
Female, 54. I have Hep C from a blood transfusion after the birth
of my daughter 28 years ago. Have not been able to work since
2009. I have sleep disturbance, very poor appetite, depression,
and joint pain. I take 6 drops a day on bad days. I want to thank
all for their love and support. The new Hep C drugs are not
available to Australians – there is no relief for us. I would be lost
without the medicine provided. Thanks all again.
16/9/15
HEPATITIS C & CSIROSIS OF THE LIVER
Hi, I have Hep C and cirrhosis of the liver. It helps me sleep,
relaxes me. I don't get so sick and angry as I used to.
HEPATITIS C & PSORASIS
Hi, my name is Adrian. I have Hep C and psoriasis and I find it
comfortable with the drops. It helps me sleep a lot better.
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Insomnia

8/11/16
INSOMNIA
16 years on Seroxel 1800mls. Tried cold tinctures. Haven't
touched meds again and sleep comes natural.
24/4/17
INSOMNIA
I had the pleasure of visiting you in January and am pleased to
report after 5 years of insomnia, I am now able to sleep 8 hours
and integrate myself back into society in a much more social
manner.

Lupus

6/2/18
LUPUS
The topical Hemp Cream is awesome. I suffer from Lupus and the
relief this provides is amazing.
29/9/17
KIDNEY BLEEDING/LUPUS
I had Lupus, Kidney bleeding, constant pain. Doctors wanted to
remove the kidney without being able to promise that condition
would change. After 4 months on cannabis oil, I got my kidney
back. It’s not bleeding, it doesn’t hurt.
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Lyme’s disease
23/8/17
LYME/HEP C
I have Lyme and had hep c for 40 years. It was eradicated this
year using a new medication released. Due to the Hep C I
contracted 4 liver tumours. I began taking cannabis oil in July.
After taking the oil I felt a lot healthier and stronger. I had a
blood test this week and the results are that 3 of the tumours
have calcified with only one left. Also the blood test indicator for
the tumours has dropped significantly.
8/8/15
LYMES DISEASE
36 yo man, Lymes disease, 2 ½ year. Been taking cold CBD for 3
months and is now noticing results – no seizures for 1 month,
able to drive, feel better, play, have energy.
LYME DISEASE
I'm 16 years old and suffering with Lyme disease. I started taking
hot and cold drops for 2 months now and have seen an
improvement. In the morning when I wake up I no longer have
difficulty getting out of bed and improved dizziness and walking
in the morning. Overall I have an improvement taking the drops.
Thanks.
22/11/16
MIXED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE & FIBROMYALGIA
Helped to relax muscles which gave relief and diminished
tremors. Helped with chronic nausea and being able to eat full
meals. I managed to sleep through a full night without constantly
waking due to aches and pains. Full night sleep really benefited
overall health. It also improves me mood in a positive way – used
drops of cannabis oil around 40 minutes before going to bed.
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Migraine

3/01/20
MIGRAINE AND BACK PAIN
Wow, I take CBD and hemp seed oil since sept 2019. Take me 2
years to get the courage to want NO more migraines, nerve pain
and ongoing back pain. I have had big spine surgery 8 years ago
even though I don’t have the spine I was born with. I am not in a
wheelchair, but still have pain every day. This ‘seed’ as I call it
from GOD works wonders and I want to keep taking it. Lovely
people serving me in this shop encourages all of us to better
health. Thank you so very much. My god, keep you all safe.
27/9/16
MIGRAINE
The stuff is absolutely brilliant – helps migraines, back pain, any
type of pain – I would recommend it for absolutely anything.
2/5/17
MIGRAINES
CBD paste 1 month no migraines!! The best meds ever.
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Miscellaneous
1/6/18
I am already feeling the benefits of the oil with less
breathlessness after only one week of using the product.
16/6/18
Came to see what we could do for our Dad. Tried cannabis oils.
After 4 days dad was out of his wheelchair and walked outside what a sight, we are now back to continue the treatment.
18/4/16
Got great test results. So glad to be off poisonous medication.
We will continue treatment.
28/9/16
I have benefited so much from taking CBD drops. My Doctor is so
impressed with me improvement but can't figure out why!!!
5/10/16
If it was not because of cannabis, I would not become the person
I am today. I'm very grateful and I can feel love. Thanks for
everything you guys have been doing.
31/5/18
Thank you so much for your ongoing help. My health is still A+.

ANOREXIA
The changes in my friend M, she was anorexic, took THCA every
day, changed her life. She’s calm and has balanced her weight.
7/7/17

CYST

Had a cyst on my face near my ear. About the size of a pea. I
decided to try the balm on it. It killed the cyst and drew it out of
my face. Formed a scab and fell off. It works.
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11/10/16

DIVERTICULITIS
I have been diagnosed with abdominal lymphadenopathy, cysts,
diverticulitis, calcium growth on kidneys and huge growths
tangled round my cardinal veins. The Dr said if the specialists
(oncologists) can't find a way to dissolve them I would only have
another 6 months to live at most. So I immediately thought of
cannabis to do the job. After one week on the oil the
improvement is unbelievable. My swollen stomach is back to
normal, pain has gone, no nausea etc. etc.
9/12/17

DOWN’S SYNDROME
My grandson has Down’s syndrome and for the first time he’s
settling down and can learn. He has 6 kids with different
disabilities in his class and they’re all on the drops. The teachers
are so grateful and finally have kids that can learn. Wonderful
stuff.
14/2/18

DYSTONIA
Wheelchair bound, anorexic, difficulty with swallowing and
talking. After cannabis oil, things are absolutely fantastic and we
live independently!
29/7/17

GUILLAIN BARRE SYNDROME
I’ve had Guillain Barre Syndrome for 6 years. Peripheral
neuropathy, paralysis arms, legs, neck, feet and hands. On a
walking frame for 3 years of physical rehab. Spent all these years
on toxic pharma drugs. Since starting CBD oil and THCA, I can’t
believe how amazing I’m starting to feel. The neuropathy is
nowhere near as bad. I have more energy and the cannabis really
helps with all my nerve pain. Thankyou from the bottom of my
heart for looking after me. I am now on a new journey with my
illness and am so very grateful for all your love and support. T.
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2/11/17

HEPATIC CYSTS
I want to say thank you for giving me the right item on July. My
rheumatoid doctor wants me to take Methotrexate. It’s too risky
for my liver because I have Hepatic cysts. So I was scared to take
it and also I had a fear for my future. It’s not easy to change
clothes and to do housework on that time. I feel better now and I
want to try to do cooking and vacuuming which I didn’t want to
do it before. I have hope for my future.

HERPES
Successfully rubbing CBD paste into the herpes wounds/scabs
treat the itch and eases symptoms.

HIP REPLACEMENT
I started taking CBD oil 6 weeks ago for pain pre-surgery for bone
on bone hip replacement. Now I am off ALL painkillers, pain free
with no crutches. I can work, drive and have more energy than I
have ever had. Also, had large Bakers Cyst on alternative leg.
Applied Hemp ointment to leg 5pm, went to bed. Bakers Cyst
disappeared overnight. (58yo) J.
18/10/16

INFECTION
84 yo father ulcerated sore on lower back of the leg. 4 weeks
unresponsive to antibiotics. Infected area grew to size of
2x50cent pieces. Hemp ointment worked very quickly –
noticeably smaller within 3 days.
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17/8/15

MOBILITY
I am impressed by the compassion in this building as without the
help of these lovely people I wouldn't have been able to regain
my independence. I was immobile in a wheelchair a month ago. I
am now walking and independent thanks to the information and
help available here. Thank you all kindly. I am a stronger person
because of you all.
22/12/17

OSTEOARTHRITIS
Within 6 months’ total pain gone from limbs and body. Chronic
osteoarthritis – both 90yo mother and 62yo young woman.
Absolutely wonderful to have quality of life return. Thankyou.
19/11/16

PROSTATE PROBLEMS
Being an old bugger (66yo) I figured needing to pee every 20mins
was par for the course (even if nothing much came out). A couple
of days ago I started using the spray, mainly to help my body
recover from 3 days driving from Melbourne. Last night I went
out with friends and had a great time, then on my way back to
my room I suddenly realised I hadn't peed about 5 hours
LITERALLY. My first thought was 'Oh no, I must be really
dehydrated', but I went to the dunny and had the longest and
strongest pee in YEARS'. Somehow the medicine had switched
off the false urgency and it's been good ever since.
19/12/16

SARCOIDOSIS
Have had sarcoidosis for 30 years. Immune system failures.
Medicinal cannabis and tinctures are the only cure.
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25/3/18

SCOLIOSIS
Moderately severe scoliosis and cervical spinal cord fault and
PTSD. Have been using CBD, THC and THCA since November 2016
and have been free of all debilitating pain, muscle inflammation
and spasm for all the time I’ve been taking medical cannabis. My
neck hasn’t been dislocated since using MC for 2 weeks. No need
for drips or hospital admissions and haven’t used opioid meds or
any other meds at all. Sleep normally and recover much faster
from any minor illness. No chest infections at all since starting it
either. Used to need 2 months of antibiotic use to treat every
infection. PTSD well managed without any medication.
1/9/18

LOCKJAW/TETANUS
Two years ago I was unable to open my mouth larger than a 5c
coin. I had chronic pain in my left ear and neck. My left jaw joint
was pulled so tight from tension. I took cannabis oil and within a
week I could fully open my mouth and the pain was gone. I didn't
get any negative side effects or ever feel stoned. Thankyou.
19/3/17

ULCERATIVE COLITIS
I have been taking the CBD and using suppositories for Ulcerative
Colitis. I had 30cm of ulcers and in 6 months of use – I had a
colonoscopy on the 13th March and all ulcers were gone.
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Motor Neurone Disease
13/1/16
ALS/MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE
Great assistance for sorting out dry mouth saliva for ALS/MND.
MOTORNEURONE
Motor-neurone disease cabin chair for nineteen years. With four
days with cold oils now walks to door and go everywhere,
changed her life.
MND
The cold pressure and 'hot' oil have been very beneficial for the
treatment and stabilisation of MND. Thank you so much for the
miracle oil.
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Multiple sclerosis

5/11/19
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
I have been on CBD paste daily since March 2018 to help with
Multiple Sclerosis. I have had great results with releasing muscle
tightness especially in my back. I am now able to pick things off
the floor where I previously couldn’t. My thinking is much
clearer, no more brain fog, and I have a good night sleep most
nights.
3/4/17
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
I have MS and the Decarb CBD works like a beauty.
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29/12/17
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
The raw CBD oil has been helping a lot. My friend’s mother is
feeling a lot better!
29/10/16
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
Pre my mum's MS was sick that she was bed bound and she
could not walk. Post, my mum walked into my house unassisted
and happy for the 1st time in years. This stuff is amazing and
works a miracle.
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
My partner has M/S and with it she gets myoclonic jerks. First
night of taking the hemp oil – jerk stopped. She now can sleep
through the night. Thank you all very much.
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
I was recommended by a friend about the relief she had with
cannabis oil. I have MS and I have great results. My MS has not
escalated at all. I have no pain at all and I have got my life back.
Thank you so much. You have put the smile back on my face.
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Nerve pain
10/12/19
NERVE PAIN
The CBD paste is helping so much. My husband has been in so
much pain for years and nerve pain is so hard to manage. He
looks at peace in his face....so firstly bless you all for what you
do.
NEUROPATHY
The Hemp balm relieves nerve sensation in my feet, sleeping
better, it’s great.
29/3/17
PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
I have been taking so many painkillers over the last few years
that my whole life was being affected. I suffer from peripheral
neuropathy in my feet and am not able to walk because of the
pain. I have now used CBD for the last week and once a day in
the morning usually. Within about 20 minutes the pain is
relieved and I can now get a good night’s sleep without taking
pills. Thank you for your help. I now have a life. CN
30/9/17
NEUROPATHY
I had pins and needles in feet, legs, arms, fingers, chronic back
pain was in need of back operation. Found difficulty walking in
constant pain. Now my symptoms are manageable and life is so
much easier. Absolutely wonderful.
16/7/17
NEUROPATHY
Visited with Neuropathy, no feeling in feet, and bought cannabis
oil. Went home, took at 11.30 and by 1.30 all pain gone and
feeling back to normal. Changed my life in 3 days forever. G.
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31/10/17
NERVE PAIN
I would just like to thank you for your great product topical hemp
cream, I have only been using it for only 4 days and from day one
the pain in my foot disappeared. I stopped taking my Lyrica for
nerve pain that I have been on for 6yrs as I don't need it
anymore. I've also used the topical hemp on my hands as I have
arthritis and the pain has also gone from my hands, I cannot
explain how happy I am.
8/12/17
NEUROPLAXIA (16yo)
On the 24th sept 17, I was in a motocross accident while racing.
My spine hyperextended (my feet came up behind my head over
my shoulders) I could not move and was told it would be at least
2 years before I would be able to walk properly again and would
never get proper feeling in my legs again. Have really bad nerve
pain in hips and not sleeping well. Started using cannabis oil in
November, and within 2 weeks was walking without crutches
and my nerve pain has eased a lot and I am sleeping really well.
The feeling in my legs has begun to improve and have total faith
that I will be 100% soon.
13/11/17
NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE
The cannabis oil is helping me of a night tremendously. First
time in 2 years without waking in pain.
26/11/19
POSTHERPETIC NEURALGIA
I have post viral neuralgia caused by shingles. I am certainly over
the worst thanks to CBD oil. I had been in hospital for over a
week and put on so many drugs that sent me spiralling down a
hole of depression and still in pain. CBD cleared the fog and I am
in a good place emotionally and getting there physically.
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Pain
18/06/2021
PAIN
Hi, I had an accident November 2020 coming off a low tube,
resulting in a type 111 AC joint disruption and torn rotor cuff,
going through the public system I am still waiting on surgery but
still in a lot of pain. I have been on endone every single day as
the pain can be unbearable, was making me depressed. Since I
tried the Choice CBD oil I have not needed any other pain
medication just a few drops, won’t ever go back. Thankyou.
01/03/2021
BACK PAIN
We came here originally to find some pain medications for
myself and my partners back pain. We got looked after and well
informed. Happy that even our own dog was helped through her
time where no mediation seemed to help. Passing on some of
this information and especially the pet remedy 9with or without
‘cancer’ additive) we have friends who saw a massive change and
relief in their pet’s health and comfort. Thank you very much. It
was such a gift to be received in a friendly way by staff. I felt
understood and respected instead of being treated life a
medication seeker at my family doctor.
08/11/2018
PAIN
I had an injury in October 2016 when I fell off a chair and
impaled my left buttock. In October 2015 I had back surgery. In
2017 I had an MVA and was diagnosed with fibromyalgia. I now
take the THC / ACE and CBD raw endoca paste. It seems to be
working well and I will continue with these two products.
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7/01/2010
CRPS
I have been coming for 2 years with CRPS and I have experienced
a lot more relief with my nerves, anxiety and PTSD. Can’t thank
you enough, my life has changed. Can’t thank you enough, my
life has changed.
02/02/2021
I have noticed a huge improvement in my chronic pain from auto
immune disease, psoriatic arthritis I my shoulder and back,
anxiety and depression lifted almost instantly. LIFE CHANGING.
25/01/20
PAIN
I have severe disc impingement. I already have a disc implant at
C6/7. In October 2018 C5/6 has caused impingement affecting
my left side of face, neck, shoulder and arm. I was so grateful to
find Nimbin HE. Since starting the raw paste twice a day with
Uncle Pete’s drops at night it changed my life, I can function
during the day and get sleep during the night, so I can manage
the pain during the day. I have now begun using the decarb
capsules. This new combination is just as effective, I feel so
grateful to all the volunteers here, they truly change lives for the
better. I am so very blessed because without this service I
wouldn’t be in a position to keep working.
20/11/20
FAULTY TRANSVAGINAL MESH
I can’t thank you enough, you have changed my life. I lived with
chronic pain all day every day for 20 years due to faulty
transvaginal mesh. It is still a long journey ahead but thanks to
you and your amazing, life changing products I can finally have
some relief. Thank you does not seem enough. If only you guys
were in charge of the “TGA”!! Thank you for your kindness and
generosity.
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3/01/20
I only came for a ride with my 2 friends. I had an operation on
my knee when I was 15 years old. I am now 48 years old and I
suffer from chronic pain in my knee. I am unable to stand
straight away. I cannot do squats or kneel. I was told to rub
balm into my knee and OMG, within 20 minutes I was able to
walk up and down stairs unaided, I could stand straight away
without pain and walk without pain. Thank you so very much. I
cannot believe how easy it is for walking, sitting. Please take
care.
3/02/20
CRPS
Uncle Pete’s has been really helpful and now the sensitivity of
my foot has gotten better. I did 4 chin ups in the gym, first time
in over 3 years. 100mg THC caps helped also.
8/01/20
After 5 days on CBD oil and paste my knees no longer ache and I
can’t believe how great my shoulder feels and I would say it’s
back to 90%
10/1/18
PAIN
We got some oil for my aunty Maree who unfortunately passed
away, but while she was alive could see the massive benefits it
had for her pain and strength.
16/4/19
CHRONIC PAIN
The CBD paste that you recommended is working brilliantly. I
have had a considerable reduction in pain throughout the day,
which has led to a decrease in all of my other medications. I
cannot say how much of a difference this has made to my life as
a whole.
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2/7/19
CHRONIC PAIN
I was very weary at first but since using the cannabis oil, I have
changed my thinking. I was asked by a Pain Specialist and GP
recently to try CBD as pain relief as nothing in mainstream is
working for me. The oil is giving me amazing relief from my bone
pain and I’m off opioids now, which is huge for me.
22/7/2019
CHRONIC PAIN
I am now beginning to know what life without pain is! Last night I
was in extreme pain and I put cannabis cream on, not expecting
much to happen. Very soon, I was in no pain and able to go back
to sleep. Thank you so much.
PAIN
My mum who is 82yo, has been taking oil for 1 year and it has
changed her life. She now has way less pain and enjoying life
again. Thankyou.
13/1/18
CHRONIC PAIN
My father bought me some cannabis products, which are doing
absolute wonders for my pain thank you so much. I really cannot
thank you enough though because not only has it helped with my
headaches and joint pain, but I can sleep right through the night
and whenever my anxiety plays up it clears it up in minutes.
18/1/18
PAIN
In our case, pain relief was evident: noticeable when, due to
hospital stay & non-use resulted in return for the need to use
pharmaceutical pain killers.
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CHRONIC PAIN
Just a quick note to say thank you. I’ve been able to stop all other
meds and have had a great result so thank you all for the work
you do. Love L.
21/1/18
PAIN
The sprays and tinctures are amazing and help with my pain.
PAIN
My mom has been using the oil for her shoulder pain and she is
actually pain free now.
BROKEN BACK/PANIC ATTACKS
I’ve had a broken back and neck for 12 years and had more
medication off the doctors than you can poke a stick at. But
nothing worked, since I’ve been using hemp oil and hemp cream
the pain, which has gone by about 95% and at most times
haven’t had any pain. It’s stopped all my panic attacks and
sleeping disorder. I’d say give it a go for anyone with a problem
of any sort.
CHRONIC PAIN
Thank you so much for your advice and recommendations, and
for offering a VITAL alternative treatment option and for giving
chronic pain sufferers hope. The fact that it was my Dr., who
recommended you, screams volumes regarding the absolute
need for this alternative treatment in Australia. Thank you.
CHRONIC PAIN
Thank you so much for your advice and recommendations!
Thank you for offering a VITAL alternative treatment option and
for giving chronic pain sufferers hope! The fact that it was my
doctor who recommended you screams volumes regarding the
absolute need for this alternative treatment in Australia. Thank
you.
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CHRONIC PAIN
Last year I was a normal mother of three kids, running them to
school then off to work, home to cook dinner and do it all again
the next day. Toward the end of last year, I started having leg
paralysis for 15-30 minutes here and there. In January 2018 I lost
my legs for an hour and ended up having an MRI and was sent to
emergency room afterwards. I was sent home on Endone and
Valium but once I started weaning off the Valium I had another
episode and this time the weakness and pain stayed. I was given
a walking aide and put on Lyrica, Valium, Targin and Endone for
breakthrough unbearable pain. I had a bone scan which showed
relatively severe bilateral foraminal stenosis. I was sleeping all
the time and my mum had to move in with me to help me with
my kids as I couldn’t' drive. I had to quit my job due to brain fog
and inability to drive. Every time my pain got worse they just
upped my meds and I was so drugged out. I haven't needed
Endone since I started taking cannabis treatment. I have halved
my Targin and Lyrica intake and reduced my Valium by 3/4's and
have limited brain fog. All without the high! Just pure pain relief.
Thanks to everyone for your help.
8/1/17
PAIN RELIEF
My experience with cannabis oil has been most beneficial in the
way is pain relief as I have a tumour in the head of the pancreas
which is one of the most painful conditions to experience. The
tumour being that large is putting pressure on a bile duct that
needs to be open at all times to operate properly.
17/6/18
CHRONIC PAIN
I’m 62 yo ex veteran of 22 yrs army service. I’m on TPI benefits
due to spinal injuries caused during service. Have had surgery
and many procedures, and was on opioids for 5 yrs. I have now
detoxed from this due to reactions from drugs. I have been
diagnosed with chronic pain. Approximately one month ago I
tried cannabis oil. It totally changed my life. I was active and the
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pain, although still apparent, was significantly reduced. As
stated, it was amazing to see the change in me. My wife said I
was a different person.
PAIN
I suffered with pain due to my disc that needs replacing and
became addicted to the Palexia pain relief. The doctor had
prescribed for me which caused seizure and fainting as well. For
a year after my surgery I had trouble getting off them. I used
cannabis oil to help ween me off the Palexia and helped with
pain management. Thank you so much. I now have a normal
happy life to live. I highly recommend.
25/9/2018
BACK PAIN, GENERAL PAIN
My husband has had severe back pain for several years, with xrays medication and epidural all short-term fixes. Since using
cannabis oil his back pain has reduced immensely and walking is
so much easier. Thankyou.
20/1/17
PAIN RELIEF
I began using oil in August. Oh and I've now been 2 months
without pain meds and my inflammation levels have dropped
and I've cut back to half of my anti-inflammatory meds. Cannabis
oil is brilliant.
29/1/17
PAIN RELIEF
Have been using the oil since July 16 for treatment of breast
cancer. Excellent medicine, can't fault the oil, so natural, helps
big time with the pain.
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6/2/17
BRAIN DAMAGE – SPINAL CORD DAMAGE
Severe pain every day from second I wake up. Smoking and
cream for joints has changed my life and enabled me to live it
again. I was very against. I am now a convert.
PAIN AND TENDONITIS
The hemp oil I’ve used for a long time. It is astounding. After 2
days at 9 drops a day I have no pain in my knees. They had given
me grief for years. No more. Now I’m here for more oil for knees
but also tendonitis in my wrists. Thanks lots, A.
PAIN MANAGEMENT
My wife and I visited you last month regarding her Parkinson’s
and my post-operative bowel cancer. Thanks again for all your
support and advice. The pain management and better sleep and
abated moods have been very helpful in bettering our quality of
life.
29/1/16
PAIN-RELIEF
Thanks for easing my nerve pain. It has worked wonders.
17/8/15
PAIN-RELIEF, PTSD, ADHD & ANXIETY
I am a 31-year-old male, have been part of the community for
approximately 16 years and am in need of a very accepting
society of people because of my very acute problems. I have
PTSD, ADHS, Acute Anxiety Disorder, 1 Herniated Disk. My life is
not worth living if I can't get cannabis full stop.
CRPS
I have full body CRPS and have been bedridden for 12 years. I
only recently started on cannabis oil. I’m sleeping for the first
time in years and have been able to walk around and my pain is
reducing incredibly but best of all the hour long spasms all
through my body have stopped completely.
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ADENOMYOSIS
I have adenomyosis and suffering a great deal of pain. It gives me
severe pain in my abdomen, back and can run down my legs
when it's at its worst. When the pain is severe it totally effects
my mobility and demeanour. I do not want to go the opioid route
at all and was given some cannabis oil, and amazingly it worked. I
had no pain and it picked up my demeanour which was amazing.
I found I only needed to use when I was in extreme pain and
lasted for days, taking all pain and the burning sensation from
my back.
CRPS
I started on the spray and cream with drops at night, it has
helped me so much. You have helped me so much; thankyou I’m
noticing huge changes. C
30/1/16
BACK PAIN
Sister-in-law pain free since taking the cold tincture – has had
years of chronic persistent back pain which has not been relieved
by pharmaceutical medicine and surgery. Thanks.
PAIN REILEF
Chronic Pain.17 years and not a pain free day until I started Med
Cannabis. Now pain free for the first time since major cancer
treatment / surgery.
12/8/15
PAIN-RELIEF & DEPRESSION
This is used for chronic leg pain and I find a mix of the 4 drops
cold and 2x2 daily drops of the strong one is greatly improved my
mobility and I have been able to get off my anti-depressant.
Thank you so much. I will return regularly.
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22/8/15
PAIN-RELIEF
Hi, around 10 years ago had an accident O/S(lacs) received x57
stitches. Have experienced severe headaches for years. 6 pieces
of glass/metal lodged between skull and scalp. First trial
improved pain slightly.
PAIN-RELIEF / CANCER / DEPRESSION
Woman in 50s, nurse, Brisbane, takes hot for shoulder and feet
pain from a car accident. Also give to 91 yo father who has
cancer. He has improved his outlook greatly. Taking it for 3
months. Hubby coming off anti-depressants.
24/9/16
LEG ULCERS & PAIN RELIEF
I've suffered with leg ulcers for years with no relief of pain until I
found your product. It allows me to sleep, relax and it helps with
the pain. It's a wonderful relief. And I've recommended it to
others for all sorts of help.
12/10/16
PAIN RELIEF / MIGRAINE / APPETITE
I am on my 5th week having had 10 back surgeries at 29. I am
housebound and on all the opiates. 4 weeks post op I have
feeling in a 20c size spot on my foot - this is amazing as I haven't
felt my foot since 2008. I had spinal fusion age 15. This is the first
time I have had any relief. I am also now able to eat. Also haven't
had a migraine.
PAIN-RELIEF & PTSD
Male, 65, PTSD & chronic pain sufferer – long standing since
Vietnam War. Lifetime of psychotropic medication from
psychiatrist (medical industry) but nothing has worked as well on
my well-being as the hot tincture cannabis oil. That you for the
relief. L.J.
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PAIN-RELIEF
As a local, the tincture helps my pain and allows me to stay away
from the doctor's prescribed tablets which are no good for your
organs. I would like to thank the makers for such a wonderful
alternative to my healing. Top work to you all and I thank you
from the bottom of my heart.
20/10/16
PAIN RELIEF
Using CBD 3 times a day. Amazing as it’s taken all my liver pain
away. Age 90 years.
4/3/16
PAIN RELIEF & CANCER
We are going really well and feel good within ourselves. The
treatment with the oil works in regard to pain management as
well and we will continue. I'll let you know what effect it will
have on my partner's secondary bone cancer from breast cancer.
Head up and be strong. Enjoy every day of your lives.
PAIN-RELIEF
Have suffered chronic pain for over 20 years and the oil is the
only natural and best relief we have found. Tried everything.
Thank You.
27/9/16
CHRONIC PAIN
Steve, chronic back pain. I used to take oxycontin 180 mg +
240mg Endone. Now I take this CBD + THC it's a miracle.
6/12/16
PAIN RELIEF
As a support worker, my clients use cannabis oil as treatment for
pain and spasms instead of taking other recommended pain
killers which leaves them unable to properly function and limit
ability.
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23/6/16
REFLEX SYMPATHETIC DYSTROPHY
I have RSD. I have tried opiates that don't address the pain but
make me sick. For the first time in years the cannabis oil has
been the only thing that has addressed my pain without the side
effects of the harsh prescription drugs. I would recommend that
100%. Thank you.
PAIN-RELIEF
Treating knee pain and back pain, husband and wife, it's working.
28/9/16
BURN SCARS/PAIN
My son has 75% 3rd degree burns and multiple scars, still needing
operations. We bought the cream and it has been wonderful on
his scars as well as pain-relieving on his muscles, as his muscles
wasted away during his coma. The pain relief is the main
objective and we bought the drops as well. Thank you.
30/10/17
PAIN
I would just like to thank you for your great product topical hemp
cream, I have only been using it for only 4 days and from day one
the pain in my foot disappeared, I stopped taking my Lyrica for
nerve pain that I have been on for 6yrs as I don’t need it
anymore, I’ve also used the topical hemp on my hands as I have
arthritis and the pain has also gone from my hands, I cannot
explain how happy I am and I will be ordering the largest tub (or
44 gallon drum) in future. Regards PP
18/9/17
SPINAL PAIN
My wife and I got some cannabis oil for her severe spinal pain,
she has tried Lyrica and a multitude of drugs. Nothing worked.
We decided to try drops and it was a Godsend. My wife has ONE
drop before bed and she is sweet. She asked me last year to call
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an ambulance, I knew it was bad, since the drops at least she has
relief now as she sleeps, thankyou J&D. Brisbane.
10/5/17
CHRONIC PAIN
We have been supplying a friend with your high potency product
for approximately 2 years. He was in a plane crash many years
ago and has suffered chronic back pain of subsequent insomnia.
Since commencing this, at a dose of one drop nightly, he has had
a full night’s sleep consistently for the first time in decades, and
has weaned himself off his long acting opioids (MS contin, high
dose). I think there is so much potential for these products and
much more research needs to be funded into integrating this
into mainstream healing of medicine. Anon.
CHRONIC PAIN
After many years of pain killers and contributed mental health
issues, I have found Cannabis oil and the pain balm. Slowly after
7 months now I am starting to live and become happy again.
Thankyou!
CHRONIC PAIN
This is a great help for my chronic pain/fibromyalgia. I am taking
8 drops cold every few hours of the day and 8 drops hot once or
twice of the night. I am able to function again. Thankyou C.
4/9/15
PAIN RELIEF
Good product. Works really well. Cuts out prescription drug.
61Yo, male.
PAIN-RELIEF & STRESS
Tried everything for pain. This stuff is the only thing that has
worked. Calms down stress as well. Great stuff.
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30/9/15
PAIN-RELIEF
82-year-old, relief for arthritis. 42-year-old, back pain relief.
GREAT STUFF!
6/10/17
CHRONIC BACK PAIN
Hi there, for all those who may be interested, a little over 3
months ago I was unable to walk further than 20 metres after
which I was in excruciating pain in my back, neck and knees. As
of now, after regularly using hemp balm twice a day on my back,
neck and knees I am able to walk pain free all day. The pins and
needles down my left arm have eased. I can’t recommend this
product highly enough.
23/1/18
TENDINITIS
Her problem is she has chronically severe bursitis and tendinitis
in both shoulders, and the cannabis cream took the edge of the
pain.
28/7/16
PAIN RELIEF
My wife been dealing with pain for years. Medicinal cannabis
finally helps her. It's really is a blessing to finally get something to
help her pain. She’s finally happy and relaxed with some pain
relief. So a big, big thank you to the community that created this.
Thank you.
17/11/16
PAIN RELIEF
After 3 doses – very impressed with improvement of pain – will
continue.
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30/7/17
SEVERE PAIN
I suffer from severe back, neck pain, on a daily basis. Once home
I take 20mg capsule and the pain is gone, no headaches, no pain,
amazing. D.
18/4/17
CHRONIC PAIN
Thank you - my years of pain and morphine can now be changed
with a natural product CBD.
PAIN RELIEF
After 9 years of SUFFERING PAIN. Failed operations. Failed
medications. I could kill myself if only for my husband and
grandchildren. I would have killed myself. Life is for living now.
Life is for living with no pain. NO PAIN.
PAIN-RELIEF
Having great pain relief and improved mental outlook since
taking #1 oil. Recovering from pancreatic cancer and recommend
medicinal oil to all in similar situation.
PAIN-RELIEF
Post op brain tumour Rad therapy. Can headaches and
Ondansetron – which makes the headache worse. I consider the
hemp oil to have been a great result so far as stopped
ondansetron and now headaches stopped. Will continue to use
oil if I need it. Thank you so much, it's been a great help.
PAIN AND DEPRESSION
Since using cannabis oil the pain I usually battle with and my
depression have subsided greatly! Thank you for helping people
like myself live again!!! M.
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Parkinson’s disease
3/4/18
PARKINSONS
I am extremely happy with the progress with treating my father’s
Parkinson’s. We have really noticed a big change in his mobility.
17/4/18
PARKINSONS
I have been testing cannabis oil with my father who has
Parkinson’s, and having great results. This product is giving him a
better quality of life.
PARKINSON'S
My wife suffers from Parkinson's and has found the oil helps with
her tremors and balance. Good work, lovely people to deal with.
28/1/16
MULTIPLE – PARKINSON'S & FIBROMYALGIA
Thank you, thank you, Thank you! I have given my father-in-law
medicinal hemp oil for Parkinson's and Fibromyalgia. It has
changed his life so much for the better. His shaking has stopped
and he has reduced his pain considerably. Please, please make
this oil legal. H is saving lives.
PARKINSON’S
I am doing so well! Things I haven’t been able to do for years
(17yrs with Parkinson’s). Able to walk properly, dry dishes, peel
potatoes, move around, less shaking, no depression, feel great.
11/10/17
PARKINSON’S
Thanks to all for the help and advice with my condition.
Parkinson’s Disease, which I have had for 15 years. Since taking
the CBD oil I have noticed a big improvement with a reduction in
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tremors. I am able to exercise daily and I am following a clear
diet and have a healthy life. Regards to all.
PARKINSON'S
69yo male using cold prep to treat Parkinson's tremors
(successfully). 1 drop morning and night.
25/3/16
PARKINSON'S & CANCER
Hi, my wife has Parkinson's Disease and breast cancer and we
have found that cannabis oils help to relieve muscle spasms and
give an overall sense of relief.
26/8/16
PARKINSONS
Many thanks for all your advice on how to treat 'Parkinson's'
which I have. The past 5 ½ years I have been slowly getting worse
on hospital meds. Right arm shaking, memory loss, speech
slurring, stooping over, general pain, loss of sex life – the list goes
on. The last 6 weeks I've been taking cold hemp seed oil plus
CBD. The results have amazed me. No after violent shaking (right
arm), sitting and standing getting easier, next to no pain. Driving
has improved. Now steering with my right arm again. Standing
and sitting much better. 6 weeks ago I couldn't use a steak knife
or cut my food, let alone write this letter and that's on ¾ dose of
what you told me to take. Again many thanks. I'm back for more.
I might be getting better – LOL. M.
21/11/16
PARKINSONS
Husband diagnosed 6 years ago, had high pain due to never
damage and Parkinson's tremors, was taking his dose of
morphine then Phentenyl for pain relief. Twelve months ago we
started him on CBD in olive oil and slowly weaned him off the
Phentenyl. He now only uses CBD oil for pain relief. We need to
make this wonderful herb legal to use for so many health
conditions.
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30/4/17
PARKINSON’S
Husband diagnosed with Parkinson’s Disease in 2010, prescribed
medications like madopar, fentynel and endone. No
improvement with prescribed medications, changed to CBD olive
oil in 2016. Now he is completely off ALL prescribed medications
and back working full time and is without pain and tremors.
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Pets
07/03/2021
JOINT PAIN
The pet tonic is wonderful
stuff. Flo has bad joint
pains due to her
condition “patella joints.”
3 operations costing over
$8000 over 7 years (figure
8 banding). Flo now has
CBD pet tonic. She is
more active; she seems
happier with less pain.
She is less anxious. She
has been taken this for 2
weeks. I can thoroughly
recommend this product
for your “furry family.”
3/02/20
My 9 years old Groodle has had 2 crucial ligament ops. And
resulted in bad arthritis and regular cantrophin injections. After
using CBD and olive oil mix he now hardly needs his injections
anymore, and is generally a much happier and healthier dog.
19/08/20
I just wanted to let you know firstly how grateful I am to have
found you. Dave has been in for a check-up and had his kidneys
checked. Our vet was totally surprised with Dave’s condition. It
has been 18 weeks since his diagnosis and he admitted he
thought he had 4 – 6 weeks’ tops. Dave couldn’t wait to see all
the lovely vet nurses. Our vet checked his lungs, lymph and
heart. He said he is pleased his lungs sound clear and there is no
swelling in his glands. His urine analysis has come back with no
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crystals and seems clear. He did expect the kidneys to be
compromised with his mediations. Franco is very impressed and
has said, keep going with the oil. It’s doing him so good. Franco
is a very big believer. Thank you for bringing such a positive into
our lives. We are thankful for every day we have with Dave and
you are a big reason for him still being here.
15/07/2021
AGGRESSIVE DOG
Our mini daschund “Lenny” has been having CBD oil now for
about 12 months. He is a totally different dog now. Before the
oil he was aggressive and angry. We were worried he would bite
any visitors to our house. Once or twice we have run out of the
oil for a week or so and his old behaviour returns. He is a calmer,
happier dog on the CBD.
15/07/20
Our mini dachshund ‘Lenny’ has been having CBD oil now for
about 12 months. He is a totally different dog now. Before the
oil he was aggressive and angry. We were worried he would bite
any visitors to our house. Once or twice we have run out of oil
for a week or so and his old behaviour returns. He is a calmer,
happier dog on the CBD.
21/12/19
LUNG CANCER (TERMINAL)
My 5-year-old Bullmastiff was diagnosed with lung cancer and
given a month to live. Thanks to your treatment option with CBD
oil (Pet tonic) he has started eating and playing again. The
medicine has given him quality of life and he is much more
comfortable. Thank you again for the help and service.
ARTHRITIS
Thank you, I have seen better results with my arthritic dog,
Oscar.
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15/3/19
TUMOUR
Thank you so much for what you are doing. My 13-year-old dog
was dying had a massive hard tumour on his neck that was
restricting his breathing he had no interest in walking barely
recognised his favourite human - my 16-year-old son and would
be up all night barking with anxiety or pain. As we were moving
soon I dearly wanted to keep him alive until we did so I had
somewhere to bury him so I decided to keep him comfortable
with cannabis oil. first night one drop - no change still awake
barking during the night. Second night 3 drops he slept and woke
up with energy and clarity was all over my son. 4 months have
passed his tumour has visibly reduced by way more than half and
is soft and palpable his coat that was like steel wool is soft and
shiny he even breaks out into a run when I call him. Totally
changed and quite well. If only I’d given it to him sooner. What I
love about this is he is without consciousness or belief system
regarding the oil. About a month ago of an evening he would sit
at the fridge and bark I thought he was hungry and I would feed
him and he’d continue to bark until he got his 3 drops - he
knows! Now he waits for his drops then he ambles away happily
to sleep deeply. Pure brilliance x
1/2/18
SKIN ALLERGIES
One of my rats has white fur which means he gets lot of skin
allergies and sensitive skin. He often over grooms to the point of
chewing his fur away and irritating the skin further. I gave him
just one drop of CBD and his skin cleared up in two days and his
fur is growing back. Giving him maintenance dose daily now (if it
was nervous grooming, it sorted it).
25/6/18
EPILEPTIC DOG
My epileptic Standard Poodle has been using THC-A oil for
several years, which has helped him immensely.
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20/02/2018
CANCER – 11-year-old dog
Our dog was diagnosed with plasma sarcoma on January 9th and
given 6 weeks to live without chemo, 9 months with palliative
chem. After hearing the possible problems and discomfort, even
life threatening things that she could suffer on chemo, we
decided against chemo and took a more natural course of action
to keep her as happy and comfortable as we could for as long as
we could. We implemented a natural diet, consisting of poached
mat, vegetable puree, which e make ourselves, brown rice,
cottage cheese and blue berries. We also started her on
cannabis oil. Today marks 6 weeks since her diagnosis and she is
really well and happy. I highly recommend this approach for
cancer treatment and would not hesitate to use it on both
animals and would try it myself.
LYMPHOMA
My dog was diagnosed with Lymphoma on 2nd January and
given 6 week maximum to live. It's now 5th of March and
although his lymph nodes are still swollen, they've shrunk and he
hasn't lost any energy or weight. My vet can't believe how well
he is doing and is 100% behind this treatment. Thank you for
helping me get extra time with my boy.
PLASMACYTOMA
Our dog was diagnosed with Plasmacytoma in January and was
given 6 weeks without chemo, 9 months with palliative chemo.
After hearing the possible problems and discomfort, even life
threatening that she could suffer on chemo. We decided against
chemo and took a more natural course of action to keep her
happy and comfortable as we could. We implemented a natural
diet, consisting of poached meat, vegetable puree which we
make ourselves, brown rice, cottage cheese and blueberries. We
started her on cannabis oil. Today marks 6 weeks since her
diagnosis and she is really well and happy. I highly recommend
this approach for cannabis treatment and would not hesitate to
use it on both animals and would try it myself.
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7/12/2018
EPILEPTIC DOG
Thank you for helping my beloved dog with her epilepsy. It has
made such a difference (for us both) as I no longer feel so
powerless. The seizures have lessened markedly in the daily
number and intensity. It’s amazing!
19/12/18
EPILEPTIC DOG
Since using the CBD oil, my poodle hasn't had an epilepsy turn
We are sincerely grateful for your help!
4/2/17
SEIZURES IN CAT
Our 6yo cat started having seizures/fits 3 months ago. We took
her to the local vet who said there was nothing they could really
do for her and the only product on the market were quite potent
and only meant for use in dogs. The vet made the brilliant
recommendation to get some CBD. The results were remarkable.
A couple of drops of CBD in her food each morning completely
eliminated the seizures altogether. We couldn’t be happier with
the result or more grateful for the product. Amazing outcome!
18/10/17
CAT KIDNEY DISEASE
My cat Starr has chronic kidney disease, vomiting, severe
stomach pain, no response to treatment. On vet tablets but
medical marijuana in olive oil has eased her pain and tummy
discomfort. He even plays sometimes.
26/10/16
Our dog has benefited so much from his medication. We are all
very grateful. The W family.
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15/12/17
DOG TUMOUR
My dog had a beer can size tumour in her side. 3 weeks of
cannabis oil per day and it completely destroyed the tumour.
Amazing result. Thankyou.
DRY EYES
I have been putting cold CBD drops and olive oil and jojoba in my
dog’s dry eyes with great success. Redness gone. Blessing to you.
26/8/15
CANCER
Came in to help my dog. His dog is dying from cancer and the
tincture provided here helps him prolong his life.
21/02/2020
ARTHRITIS
"Groodle" my 9 years old Groodle has had 2 ligament operations
and resulted in bad arthritis, and regular Cantrophin injections.
Using CBD and olive oil mix he now hardly needs his injections
anymore and is generally a much happier and healthy doe.
Thank you.
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PTSD
Also see: Anxiety, Depression
25/2/17
PTSD CHRONIC PAIN
Been using medical Cannabis now for 4 months and it has totally
changed my life or should I say transformed my life. After 46
years of PTSD and chronic pain with many neurological
complications and very early spinal degeneration because of a
severe scoliosis, I can finally function and thrive with no
prescription medications at all, just medical cannabis. Best thing
I’ve ever done.
23/5/18
PTSD Young veteran.
For 6 years I have suffered from major depression, PTSD, anxiety
and sleeping problems. I was prescribed anti-depressants, antianxiety and sleeping pills. A year ago I discovered cannabis oil,
and have since ridded myself of all other medication. I have
noticed a tremendous improvement in my day to day mood and
my personal relationships, which were suffering from, my
conditions have drastically improved. Thanks a heap.
1/8/19
PTSD
My daughter has severe PTSD and has tried to take her life more
times than I can count. We saw you for the first time several
years ago. We have found a combination of medication from you
and I believe she is alive today because of the treatment she now
receives. You have saved her life and my family are eternally
grateful. Her illness remains but she lives and manages it. Thank
you.
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22/1/18
PTSD
I suffer from PTSD and was born with congenital cataracts and
low tone muscle. I used some tinctures and it worked really well
to help with both my mood stability and my body moved much
more freely and my headaches stopped.
5/4/18
CPTSD
I suffer from CPTSD and low tone and congenital cataracts. I have
been to countless doctors and tried every solution offered to me
none of them completely controlled my symptoms. The oil has
completely changed my quality of life. I now have stable moods,
no tremor and my involuntary muscle spasms have all but
stopped.
PTSD/CATARACTS
Thank you so much for this cure. I suffer from CPTSD and low
tone and congenital cataracts. I have been to countless Dr’s and
tried every solution offered to me, none of them completely
controlled my symptoms. Cannabis oil has completely changed
my quality of life. I now have stable moods, NO tremors and my
involuntary muscle spasms have all but stopped. I am more
grateful than words for the help I’ve received.
8/8/15
PTSD, PAIN-RELIEF & MORE
34 yo female war veteran, PTSD, depression, spinal injury,
osteoarthritis, muscle spasm. CBD oil 20% CBD 3% terpenoids. ½
gram 3 x day and complete resolution of chronic pain after 3
days. Whoo Hoo!
PTSD & PAIN RELIEF
40 years of PTSD & chronic pain. Finally pain free for 2+ months.
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1/9/17
PTSD/PANIC ATTACKS
I have suffered from crippling symptoms of PTSD from childhood
trauma. Constant panic attacks, waking up 4 times a night,
ringing wet. Since I have quit all pharmaceuticals and started my
medicinal pot medicine I’m sleeping, my anxiety has gone almost
and I see hope. And it’s only been 1 months of treatment. I look
forward to future improvements. Much love J.
3/10/2017
PTSD / BURSITIS
I suffered from chronic Bursitis as well as Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder. I was unable to go outside and even walking to the
shop when I did manage to get outside was huge effort, full of
anxiety and pain. Now I can go anywhere and have taken up
running and surfing. My life is now so much better and I have
hope for the future.
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Restless leg syndrome
2/9/2018
RESTLESS LEGS
I gave my dad a small dose of cannabis oil twice a day for a week
and he is feeling a little more comfortable already so thank you
very much. There's nothing worse than watching your normally
super strong father break down in despair from the burden of
chronic pain. He's already dropped his dose of opioid analgesics a
little too, which is great for his bowels and is less sedating.
4/10/17
RESTLESS LEG SYNDROME
My dad was taking THCA for restless leg syndrome which worked
initially then stopped working and is now taking CBD which is
working great!
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Schizophrenia
4/5/18
SCHIZOPHRENIA
I’ve been using CBD oil tinctures as a replacement for
pharmaceutical medication. I was on 10mg of Olanzapim 6 weeks
ago, now I’m on 7.5mg and next week plan on lowering down to
5mg. I’ve managed to sleep, eat, work and fully function. I’m
happier than ever, confident and slowly experiencing less side
effects. Knowledge is power and the public health industry
doesn’t want cures and I’m proof that cannabis is medicine. If
you have ever had pharmaceutical anti-psychotic medication,
you know how powerful it is as well as the long list of side
effects.
SCHIZOPHRENIA
I've been using CBD oil tinctures as a replacement for
pharmaceutical medication. I was on 10mg of Olanzopine 6
weeks ago, now I'm on 7.5mg and next week plan on lowering
down to 5mg. I've managed to sleep, eat, work and fully
function. I'm confident in replacing Olanzipine with CBD oil for
several reasons such as a study conducted in England a few years
ago by Dr. Potter and published in the Guardian. Also the
confidence that you have given me, also the availability of the
CBD tinctures. The study depicted exactly what I'm doing
replacing pharmaceutical with CBD tinctures. It was just as
successful with zero side effects. I can confidently say CBD oil
works. I'm happier than ever, confident and slowly experiencing
less side effects. Knowledge is power and the public health
industry doesn't want cures and I am proof that cannabis
medicine works!
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Seizures
Also see: Epilepsy
SEIZURES
We've had 23 days seizure free - one seizure which was three
days ago and nothing since. Incredible!
21/3/16
SEIZURES
Joe is thirteen years old. He is now 16 months seizure free and
has a quality of life we could only dream about. Thank you.
21/8/15
SEIZURES
My son suffers from infantile spasms and developmental delay.
The oil has decreased seizure intensity.
22/7/16
SEIZURES
My son had 20-30 seizures a day. Started the oil 1 ½ years ago
and today he is all but seizure free and zero grand mal fits still.
Highly recommend to anyone with similar issues. Quality of life
now is amazing.
4/9/15
SEIZURES
My son suffers from severe seizures. We have been now 10
months seizure free. We are not criminals. We love our son. He is
now happy and healthy.
3/8/16
SEIZURES
Thanks, stopped my wife's seizures and helped with other
complaints.
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15/9/18
SEIZURES
We cannot thank you enough for your help, guidance, advice,
caring and information when we were really struggling. A
personal thank you for coming to my rescue with your calm,
gentle, knowledge and genuine concern. I will take up your
advice and write to the Premier this is such an important issue
and I cannot believe, in such a progressive, dynamic country as
Australia they are incarcerating people like Tony Bower and Dean
Kemp for their work which helps so many. When we found you,
purely by chance (divine intervention), it gave something back
that was taken away from us – hope. Slowly, over time, with
increased oil, Z’s seizures went from 2 a day (complex,
generalized frightening seizures that robbed him of days) – he
was left with chipped, cracked teeth, terrible injuries to his
mouth and gums (from biting during seizures), injuries from falls,
bleeding ears, bloodshot eyes – his development was so
impaired by the epilepsy he could not even ride his beloved push
bike. He now has one seizure about every 20 days and I know it
was the cannabis oil that made the difference – we spent years
putting Zane through trials which included brain monitoring for
days to no avail. The oil is his saviour.
20/8/15
SEIZURES
Seizures minimizing. Feeling better within.
28/10/17
SEIZURES
Hello there, just a little update on my daughter. Both her father
and me have seen that her jerking has slowed down majorly
these past few days. The oil is working.
20/9/15
SEIZURES
Love. Life. No seizures for 4 days. Thank you sweet Earth
medicine. The Angels here.
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16/10/15
SEIZURES
My son spent the school holidays in hospital with out of control
temp. I doubled his cannabis oil and no seizures – not even close.
I felt almost normal. I have never experience that. Its normally
static seizures and huge damage to his body. Thank you.
4/9/15
SEIZURES
I have been experiencing many seizures, especially of late.
Bugger bum. Bless this amazing herb of life and the wonderful
angels helping 2 spread her wings of compassion so we can live
our lives. Thank you.
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Skin

8/01/2021
ECZEMA
Just though I’d let you know that using the Unique CBD and the
Hemp cream on my 5-month old daughter’s eczema, it nearly
totally cleared it up in 3 days. Thanks
3/7/17
DERMATITIS
I came here with severe dermatitis, had lots of medication from
doctors but nothing helped. You put me on hemp seed oil and
the hemp balm and over about 4 months it cleared up enough to
not have it bandaged and now about 6 months later it has almost
cleared up completely.
26/1/18
ECZEMA
I have always had trouble with eczema and really dry skin and
this cream helped me a lot.
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DRYOSOTIC EXCEMA
The Topical hemp cream has healed my feet and hands and I
don’t need to use steroid cream anymore. Took about 1 month
to clear.
ECZEMA
I wanted to provide some feedback as I know you don’t have
many people seeking help for eczema. I have had eczema on my
hands and wrists for the last 3 years and recently it spread to
over half my face. I couldn’t sleep, the itch was horrendous and
my face was a weeping, crusting swollen mess. I was given a
sample of spray for under the tongue which hugely helped with
the anxiety and panic that came from the itching’s. The
Australian CBD oil in the dropper bottle (Choice) helped me sleep
and the hemp with macadamia oil gave me instant pain relief
when applied to my face. I seriously applied this 10 – 15 times a
day for the first few days as it was the only thing that helped
with the itch and pain. I was also recommended to take hemp
seed oil 6 – 8 capsules a day or 4 tablespoons. It took a few
weeks but my skin is 95% healed on my face and hands. I ended
up getting the nature’s way hemp oil capsules from Woolies and
would take 9 a day. I have recently reduced the dosage but
found that doing this (combined with stress over possible job
loss) allowed the eczema to return I am back on 9 per day and
have found that this brings the eczema under control now after
only 2- 3 days. Your advice changed my life and gave me the
relief that no doctor or naturopath was able to. Just wanted to
share this in the hope it may help others or just let you know
how successful it was.
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Spectrum disorders
(ODD, ADHD, Autism)

10/01/21
ADHD
Big thank you. The CBD and THCa has worked and I have taken
her off Ritalin and she is now like any other 6-year-old. It’s life
changing and we can’t thank you enough.
21/01/20
ODD, ADHD, AUTISM, DEPRESSION, ANXIETY
10 year old. 2 weeks ago we sought advice to help our son of 10
year, 40kg, wo suffers ODD, ADHD, Autism, anxiety and
depression. After trying him on CBD oil he has been a different
boy. He won't argue back, lose his shit, over think everything, hit
or kick his siblings. Socially better, sleeping better and easy to
take out places. He does not worry about things that usually
would set him off easily. We drove back (7.5 hours) to get some
more because it's given him a better life.
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13/1/16
ADHD / ANXIETY & DEPRESSION
My name is Rochelle. I was diagnosed with ADHD & anxiety &
depression and prescribed anti-depressants, sleeping pills, Ritalin
– all nasty pharmaceuticals with bad side effects Since taking
medicinal marijuana oil, a few drops onset an attack works
wonders and keeps your lungs healthy and should be legal.
18/5/18
ADHD
I cannot thank you enough! My son has struggled at school and
socially or as long as I can remember. He was diagnosed with
ADHD at age 6, and await a high functioning ASD assessment.
From prep till 2 months ago there was not a day when her was
not in trouble for behaviour, socially inappropriate comments,
emotional meltdown and physical outbursts. He has been on
Ritalin, Vyvamse, Neulatil Mantilucast and Melitanin. Nothing
was helping. Now - he's calmer, sleeping better, not in trouble at
school, not lashing our physically and managing his emotions
better. THC-A and CBD have saved our relationship and renewed
hope.
29/6/18
ADHD
My son 7 years old has ADHD we have been using CBD decarb
and having great results. No more stuttering after 2 months. Big
improvement at school and confidence in reading, writing and
general behaviour. We have only been using this for a small
amount of time. Can’t wait to see long term results. Thank you so
much.
ADHD/AUTISM
My little one has taken CBD and after 2 days we have been able
to stop every other medicine. It’s been 2 months and she has
caught up a lot with other kids. This has changed our life. I’ll
recommend it to anyone. M.
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19/9/17
ADHD
I have Tourette’s Syndrome. I have been referred to you by JR
who said that she is getting great results for her son’s ADHD with
Cannabis Oil.
ASPERGER'S
I have had excellent success using cannabis oil the past 6-7 years.
My son was diagnosed with Asperger's Syndrome and uses
cannabis oil and tincture to help manage this condition.
2/2/18
AUTISM
My brother who is 30 years old suffers from severe autism with
aggressive behaviour and anxiety developing as he gets older.
My parents refuse to put him in a caretaker home as he gets way
too aggressive and depressed. They have dedicated their life to
him and a very difficult life to live as they get older. He has been
trialling anti-psychotic pharmaceutical drugs for the last 15 years,
that had serious side effects and no slowing down of aggressive
behaviour and anxiety. A week ago my dad finally tried cannabis
oil, and the results brought the first smile my dad has seen in
over 10 years. He was laughing and I would say rebalanced
mentally again. After a week of trialling various dosages, the
results are very positive, no pharmaceuticals even come close to
what the cannabis oil has done and very promising future for my
brother and parents. Thank you so much, you have changed his
life.
26/3/18
AUTISM
We have seen some very positive and encouraging results since
we started our son on CBD oil. In his communication book his
teachers are all reporting that he is sitting for longer periods and
is reacting in a real calm manner, and they don’t know why.
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21/2/18
AUTISM / EPILEPSY
9yr old boy. Sever autism, epilepsy and intellectual disability, cyst
on his brain. Two weeks of treatment and my non-verbal son is
trying to "talk" by mouthing words. His teachers at school have
been giving us feedback of "Amazing day, Remarkable day, he is
so calm and happy, Wow what a difference" So why isn't this
medicine available for mainstream people!
AUTISM
Cannabis oil has been a real game changer for our autistic son, so
massive thanks. It is pure magic for our situation and very likely
to become our key medicine going forward.
12/10/2018
AUTISM / ADHD / TOURETTES
My 10-year-old is diagnosed with Tourette’s, ASD and ADHD. He
was extremely violent, threatening to kill me, chasing me with
knives. He was unable to attend school anymore, only sleeping 23 hours a night. He has tried to commit suicide twice this year.
We were going to lose our son! Within the first two days of using
cannabis oil our lives changed. My little boy was sleeping, happy,
laughing. I began to see impulsive behaviours cease. He was able
to focus, spend time with us. After many months from my last
hug, he was hugging me and cuddling with us. I asked him how
he feels and he now says "I'm happy". That is all I need to know.
To continue this treatment. I am decreasing all other
medications. Thank you to all the friendly and helpful people
who give their time saving lives. Forever grateful.
AUTISM
My son could not speak and would not allow his Dad (near) him.
My son is clinically autistic and he has just flourished so much
since using cannabis oil. It's a Godsend for us. It's a saviour for
my son.
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8/9/16
AUTISM
I came here seeking help for my autistic son. Since using the oil
he is now calm and not getting angry. He is eating better and
socialising so much more. I can see a change in him.
14/9/16
AUTISM
I am really pleased to report that I have been giving my son, who
has autism, the tinctures (Cold oil & the CBD) and have
witnessed dramatic improvement in him. His is so much calmer
and sleeps will and great appetite. We have tried so much with
different therapies and diets and nothing has had so much
improvements and has the tinctures. I would like to thank you
for all the great advice, information. Bless them and the people
who make these quality oils.
4/10/17
AUTISM
My autistic son has been taking THCA for about 9 months with
fantastic results for which I am very thankful to you guys for
making this product available.
13/05/17
NON VERBAL AUTISTIC BOY
Good afternoon guys, just wanted to share that since we’ve been
using your oil (coming up 5 months), we’ve started having some
words, increased concentration, increased understanding of
instructions and generally much more settled. Thank you so
much!!! L.
30/5/16
AUTISM
My boy is 5 years old and has been having cannabis for 6 months
now. He got autism. Now he is much more happy. He can play
with his friends and can eat his food without complaint. Thank
you all for it. DL.
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Stroke
ISCHEMIC STROKE
I purchased some oils for my mum on January 9th, after she’d had
an Ischemic stroke (clot) in her right mid cerebral artery. The CBD
is wonderful. It has made such a difference in her recovery. Her
speech was quite impaired and now doesn’t have a noticeable
defect – unless she forgets her CBD. I can tell immediately if she
has forgotten to take it as she sounds a little drunk with slurring
of her words. Thanks so much for all that you do. You have made
a massive difference to her recovery and we’re all so very
grateful.
21/12/16
STROKE
Had a stroke, suffered damage to my sensory area of the brain –
Hypersensitivity. This Type 1 make a huge difference to me, pain
reduced to 5/10 from 10/10.
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Tourette’s syndrome
15/7/16
TOURETTE'S SYNDROME
At first I was sceptical to try medicinal cannabis oil because
nothing has ever worked for me before. I have Tourette's
Syndrome and am 20 yrs old. I was diagnosed in 2000 and have
been desperately trying to find something that can give me some
relief. For many years I have been on pharmaceutical pills to the
point where they have begun to threaten my heart. I have been
hospitalised several times from the side effects. I first went on
medicinal cannabis oil back in January, ingesting 2 mls every
night. It has changed my entire life. For the first time in my life I
can sleep, go to school, work, drive and live like a normal person.
My tics have nearly completely disappeared. I only wish I could
have known long ago that such an amazing cure existed. I
remember being 11 years old and wanting to undergo deep brain
surgery to make my disorder go away. I could have been spared
many years of pain. I am beyond grateful that I was able to be
given this opportunity. I couldn't recommend it enough.
14/8/15
TOURETTE'S SYNDROME
Early 20's brother with Tourette's, been taking for a month or so.
Working for tics and spasms.
18/3/16
TOURETTE'S SYNRDOME
Hi guys, or son Oliver has Tourette's Syndrome. We use 'hot
tincture' spray and it works for him.
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Trigeminal neuralgia
23/11/16
TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
I suffered from trigeminal neuralgia due to dental abscesses for
about 10 and a half years on and off. They have become worse
lately. A neighbour kindly gave me ½ bottle of THC-A oil and I
have not had an attack since and the abscesses are also healing.
11/11/16
TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
Neuralgia. Sweet relief! Suffering trigeminal neuralgia for some
time – unbearable pain. Called the suicide diseases. Tried all
sorts of ... medications to no avail. You put me on non active oils
– immediate relief. Thank you, thank you, thank you.
16/11/15
TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
I have been suffering trigeminal neuralgia for 10 years of severe
pain. 1 day of medicinal cannabis and I have been pain free now
for 3 weeks. I too highly recommend. Wake up government. I am
62 and happy.
TRIGEMENAL NEURALGIA
Prior to taking medicinal cannabis my life was HELL with nerve
pain in my face, from the time I woke up until the time I went to
bed. It didn’t let up. It is called Trigeminal Neuralgia also known
as Suicide disease. Yes, I thought of it but I have a wonderful
husband, I couldn’t do it to him. We travelled from Sydney to
Queensland looking for help. Nothing worked. I had different
operations, medications, radiation to kill the nerves in my jaw,
pain block etc., the list goes on. After being told ‘we cannot help
you’ 18 months ago, we tried medical cannabis. NO PAIN since. I
only have one regret I didn’t take them 10 years ago. I strongly
recommend it. My life has changed. I will be 70 and feel better
than ever.
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TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
I am a retired special needs teacher. In 2015 I developed a
condition called Trigeminal neuralgia which is one of the most
painful conditions known to man. I have bilateral TN which is
rare. It took 2 years to diagnose & I was placed on anti-epilepsy
medication which damages the liver and totally messes with the
brain! I was a walking zombie. Unable to leave the house, feel a
breeze on my face, chew, even laugh. Trigeminal neuralgia has
no cure, brain surgery is an option for some cases but not mine.
It is also a progressive condition so I can expect it to get worse. It
is often called the suicide disease! I have cannabis oil to thank for
giving me back my life. I have had a 90% reduction in pain. I have
a constant low grade facial pain but very few shooting ice pick
pains since taking the medication. I can vouch for its
effectiveness and will spread the word when I can.
11/3/2019
TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
My mum has suffered this for 20+ years and been on a cocktail of
medications, including Lyrica. After being on cannabis for 3
weeks she has stopped all medications and her attacks have
reduced in both severity and frequency. Thank you does not
even begin to capture the depth of our gratitude.
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Women's Issues
ENDOMETRIOSIS
It’s been 4 weeks on cannabis for post-surgical pain. I was
suffering severe constipation for over 8 years. Day 8 and I am
able to poo without any grief every day. Pain is being managed
and for the first time since 2011 I have experienced pain free
days (whole days). I feel so much better than I imagined possible.
Thank you so much. My condition is post-surgery hysterectomy
and sever multi organ endometriosis.
18/11/16
MENSTRUAL CRAMPS
I used a vaginal suppository at night while I was menstruating to
help my cramping. I was relieved from pain in 10 minutes and
finally was able to get through an entire night sleep without
waking up in tears from pain. I'll gladly use it again and would
recommend it to any woman. I also found if I rubbed cannabis
balm oil on my tummy during the day It reduces my pain and
discomfort. No more curling up into a ball with pain for me
anymore.
27/10/17
CHILDBIRTH/ HYPEREMESIS GRAVITATIS
Sick with hyperemesis for the entire pregnancy. Came to get oil
in the hope I wouldn’t have to go to the ER anymore. I was so
weak by the time I was due from malnutrition and losing so
much weight. When the day came for labour I was surprised to
find I had such an easy labour. I had my son, Rain, in about an
hour and a half. Healthy baby boy. No drugs and an all-natural
birth. I couldn’t be happier.
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A message to the Medican Community
We would like to thank all our contributors to
Voices from The Real World. We are so glad
medicinal cannabis has helped.
It assists so much for people to read other people’s
testimonials.
If you would like to contribute, please email us your
story on:
nimbis.collective@gmail.com

DISCLAIMER: We educate on how cannabis may assist various
medical conditions, but we are not medical professionals. It is
important that you rely on guidance from your doctor to employ
sound judgement for your specific condition. Cannabis therapy is
not intended to be a substitute for the advice of a doctor.
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